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Introduction
This report has been prepared as part of the evidence base for the New Local Plan.
It explains the approach the Council took to undertaking consultation on the draft
New Local Plan.
It also explains the outcomes of the consultation, providing a summary of the
responses received in relation to draft New Local Plan, in particular the proposals for
development in different locations.
The primary focus of this report is the responses received from local residents via
the questionnaire distributed to households across the borough. This report sets out
a summary of the responses received from residents. A full schedule of the written
representations received from residents is also available for consideration.
It should however be noted that responses were also received from statutory
consultees, special interest groups, developers, landowners and from businesses
including the large supermarket chains and the petro-chemical industry. These
consultees responded on the specific policies set out in the draft New Local Plan. A
summary of the main issues raised by these consultees is set out in the report.
However, careful regard should also be had to the separate schedule of responses
which accompanies this report, as it provides recommendations on how each of the
specific issues raised should be addressed moving forward.
Responses received from residents, statutory consultees, special interest groups,
developers, landowners and from businesses including the large supermarket chains
and the petro-chemical industry are considered as part of this report.
Alongside the draft New Local Plan, the following accompanying assessments were
made available for consultation:
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment of the Draft
New Local Plan (Policies)
Sustainability Appraisal of Site Options for the New Local Plan
Habitat Regulation Assessment of the Draft New Local Plan
Equality Impact Assessment of the Draft New Local Plan
Whole Plan Viability Assessment of the Draft New Local Plan

A summary of the consultation responses received in association with these
documents is also included within this report, with separate schedules setting out the
details of the responses submitted.
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Approach to Consultation
The consultation on the Draft New Local Plan took place from the 24th January 2014
until the 28th March 2014 (9 weeks). The consultation closed shortly before the
commencement of the purdah period for the 2014 Local and European elections.
The approach to the consultation was based on the following principles:
•
•

•

•

Inclusiveness – ensuring all local residents and businesses, as well as other
stakeholders, had the opportunity to let the Council know their views;
Emphasises the Evidence – ensuring that all consultees have the
opportunity to view and understand the evidence base that underpins the
proposals in the draft New Local Plan;
Alignment of Assessment Processes – reports on the Sustainability
Appraisal, Habitats Regulations Assessment, Equality Impact Assessment
and Whole Plan Viability Assessment have been published alongside the draft
New Local Plan for consultation purposes so that any comments made on
these can effectively inform the decision making process; and
Duty to Cooperate – the Council has ensured that those organisations where
cooperation is necessary to enable the delivery of objectives over a wider
area have been able to engage with the process and cooperate with the
Council on issues that need to be addressed through partnership working.

In order to ensure that the consultation delivered against these principles the
following consultation activities were undertaken:
1) The following documents have been made available to view online, at the
Council Offices and at the Canvey and Hadleigh Regeneration Shops:
• The Draft New Local Plan
• The Draft New Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal (Policies)
• Sustainability Appraisal of Sites
• The Draft New Local Plan Habitat Regulations Assessment
• The Draft New Local Plan Equality Impact Assessment
• The Draft New Local Plan Whole Plan Viability Assessment
• The entire evidence base
2) The following documents were made available to view at local libraries:
• The Draft New Local Plan
• The Draft New Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal (Policies)
• Sustainability Appraisal of Sites
• The Draft New Local Plan Habitat Regulations Assessment
• The Draft New Local Plan Equality Impact Assessment
• The Draft New Local Plan Whole Plan Viability Assessment
3) An advert was placed in the Local Press (see appendix 1).
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4) A leaflet summarising the proposals in the draft New Local Plan, a
questionnaire and a pre-paid envelope were distributed in an addressed
envelope to every residential and business address contained with the
Council Tax and Business Rates database (see copies of the leaflet and
questionnaire at appendix 2).
5) Press releases were made early on in the consultation period to increase
awareness and encourage participation (see appendix 3).
6) Small articles encouraging participation were included within the Council’s
Sheltered Housing Newsletter and the Council’s Housing Newsletter (see
appendix 4).
7) The Council’s resident’s magazine Viewpoint included a feature on the draft
New Local Plan, and encouraged residents to participate in the consultation
(see appendix 5).
8) Letters or emails were sent to statutory bodies, known non-statutory interest
groups, and known developers and landowners (see appendices 6 and 7).
9) The Council tweeted about the consultation and the issues addressed by the
draft New Local Plan throughout the consultation period
10) Five residents’ advice sessions were run during February 2014 allowing
residents to learn more about the proposals in the draft New Local Plan from
officers.
11) A workshop for Developers was run in February 2014. This workshop focused
on both the proposals in the draft New Local Plan and the evidence arising
from the Whole Plan Viability Assessment (see a note of the workshop at
appendix 8).
12) A workshop for neighbouring and nearby Local Authorities (including ECC)
was run in February 2014. This focused primarily on strategic cross-boundary
issues including housing supply, transport and the Green Belt (see a note of
the workshop at appendix 9).
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Key Consultation Statistics
This section sets out details of the overall levels of response to the consultation in
the draft New Local Plan. The responses themselves are analysed later in this
report.

Questionnaire to Residents and Businesses
Questionnaires were sent to 39,477 residential and business addresses in Castle
Point. 4,868 responses were received, giving a response rate of 12.33%.
The responses received were from across the different settlements in Castle Point.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of responses received by settlement.
Figure 1: Distribution of responses received by Settlement

6%
23%
19%

Benfleet
Canvey
Hadleigh & Daws Heath
Thundersley
Unknown

15%

37%

Overall, there was a good level of response from each settlement, although those
areas which are potentially impacted more by the proposals in the draft New Local
Plan (Benfleet and Hadleigh & Daws Heath) showed slightly higher response rates.
Figure 2: Responses rates by Settlement

Town
Benfleet
Canvey Island
Hadleigh & Daws Heath
Thundersley
Unknown

No.
Responses
1,131
1,816
750
901
270

2011 Census
Dwellings
7,977
16,523
5,632
7,549

% Response
Rate
14.18%
10.99%
13.31%
11.94%

The responses received were largely from those people of working age and retired.
In particular, there was a significant response from those aged over 45 years. There
was very little response from those under 25 years of age.
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Figure 3: Responses received from different age groups
140

3

17
220

618
17 and under
18 to 24
25 to 44
45 to 64
65 to 84

2023

85 and over
1847

No Response

A larger proportion of the consultation responses received were from men rather
than women. However, this may be a consequence of distributing a single form per
household, with some men returning the form on behalf of themselves and their
partner.
Figure 4: Responses received by Gender

8%
Male
38%

54%

Female
No Response

Information was collected from this consultation on the ethnicity of respondent. 17%
of respondents did not provide a response to this question. 81% of respondents
indicated that they were white British or white English. Just 25 responses were
received from individuals of Irish or European ethnicity. A further 13 responses were
received from people of other ethnic backgrounds. The ethnic makeup of
respondents to this consultation reflects the ethnic makeup of the borough.
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Responses on the full Draft New Local Plan
The draft New Local Plan was the main tool for consulting with Statutory Consultees,
Interest Groups, Developers and big business organisations such as supermarket
chains. It was however also accessible to residents and several took the time to
comment more widely on proposals within the full Draft New Local Plan in addition to
filling out the questionnaire. The table below shows the level of response received in
the relation to the draft New Local Plan:
Figure 5: Responses on the full Draft New Local Plan by respondent groups

Grouping
Residents
Statutory Consultees (non LAs)
Local Authorities
Non-Statutory Interest Groups
Developers / Landowners
Big Business

No. Responses
55
7
9
15
16
4

Responses on the Supporting Documents
Consultees were invited to provide comments on the documents that underpin the
draft New Local Plan including the sustainability appraisal. The following table sets
out the overall level of response received in relation to these documents.
Figure 6: Responses on the Supporting Documents

Document
Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (Policies)
Sustainability Appraisal of Sites
Habitat Regulations Assessment
Equality Impact Assessment
Whole Plan Viability Assessment
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No. Responses
4
0
3
0
5

Context for the Consultation
When reading the responses received in respect of this consultation, it is important
that the context in which the consultation was undertaken is considered as this
context may act to affect the nature of comments.

Glebelands Appeal Decision
On the 17th January 2014, shortly before this consultation commenced, a judgement
on the Secretary of State’s decision to refuse outline planning permission for up to
165 at Land at Glebelands was issued.
The judgement dismissed the claim of the appellant and concluded that the
Secretary of State’s decision was legally sound. This was reported as a victory for
the Green Belt in the local press, with little reference to the actual wording of the
judgement which was clear that any decision may only offer a temporary reprieve in
relation to development of this site.
As a consequence of local reporting local residents were confused and surprised by
the identification of this site in the draft New Local Plan. Therefore, some of the
comments in relation to housing generally and to housing on this site (H13) in
particular focused on the changing position of the Council in relation to this site, and
the resources associated with defending appeals only to later allocate the site
anyway.

Other current and past proposals for housing development
In addition to the Glebelands Site, the Council was undertaking work in relation to a
number of other proposals at the time of this consultation.
Anticipated Appeals
•

Jotmans Farm – A proposal for up to 260 homes on the southern most field
of this site was refused in 2013 on Green Belt grounds only. An appeal
against this decision was anticipated when the consultation commenced
(appeal deadline 1st April 2014).

Section 106 Agreements
•

•
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Thorney Bay Caravan Park – the Council resolved to grant outline consent
for residential development at this site in February 2013. Work was underway
on the S106 Agreement at the time consultation commenced.
101 Point Road – the Council resolved to grant outline consent for residential
development at this site in October 2012. Work was underway on the S106
Agreement at the time consultation commenced. This application has
subsequently been refused due to an inability of the applicant to progress the
S106 Agreement.

•

396 to 408 London Road – the Council resolved to grant consent for
residential development at this site in April 2013. Work was underway on the
S106 Agreement at the time consultation commenced.

Current Applications
•

Land between Felstead Road and Catherine Road – an application for full
planning consent for 178 homes was received in November 2013.

Pre-application discussions
•

Land off Scrub Lane – some very early discussions had been undertaken
with regard to this site and the adjacent school proposal in order to identify
likely issues.

Consultation on proposals for John H Burrows
During February 2014, the Council’s Regeneration Team undertook consultation on
proposals for John H Burrows recreation ground. These proposals comprised:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The delivery of a new family friendly restaurant/cafe/community venue.
New sports pavilion with sufficient changing rooms to accommodate all sports
requirements designed to Sport England standards which includes a
clubroom, kitchen, showers and toilets.
Resurfacing and refurbishment of car park and access roads including the
allocation of additional car parking spaces.
A trim trail/outdoor exercise equipment.
Reinvigoration of site landscaping.
Site information and signage.
Improved pedestrian access and footways.
Campus wide CCTV.
On site supervision and management.
The scheme shall be compatible with and complement the existing range of
facilities available at the site including Solby House, the children’s playground,
Hadleigh and Thundersley Cricket Club and Hadleigh Bowls Club and shall
provide appropriate facilities for the WRVS and other local groups.
The scheme shall make provision for tennis, netball, basketball, informal
games and could provide a skateboard area and apparatus.

The Council’s intention was to fund this project through the sale of a parcel of land to
a commercial leisure provider for the provision of the family restaurant. Green King
had expressed an interest in this proposal and had proposed a Hungry Horse
restaurant for the site.
Due to local concerns about the brand of restaurant proposed, this element of the
proposal was not welcomed locally, and as a consequence the number of responses
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by residents to policy HC10 was high compared to other proposals related to
community health and wellbeing.

The Weather
During the period December 2013 to February 2014, the Country as a whole
experienced a prolonged spell of stormy and wet weather. The level of rainfall
experienced in January 2014 topped records. As a consequence, land within Castle
Point was sodden and residents had particular concerns about the risk of surface
water flooding.
This concern was justly founded given the events of the 24th August 2013 where a
storm (close to 1 in 100 rainfall event) caused severe surface water flooding across
South and East Essex, resulting in the flooding of some properties on Canvey Island
and in Hadleigh.
Castle Point is one of the driest local authority areas in England, and therefore the
event of the 24th August 2013 was unusual and has acted to heighten local concern
around flood risk issues. Therefore, comments received in relation to this
consultation have repeatedly highlighted this concern.

Essex County Council Highways Maintenance
Essex County Council is responsible for highways maintenance in Castle Point.
However some minor works, particularly in relation to pot-holes and the repair of
residential roads are afforded low priority. As a consequence, some consultation
responses expressed frustration in relation to matters of highways maintenance.

Essex County Council Part-Night Street Lighting
In January 2014, Essex County Council introduced part-night street lighting whereby
street lights were turned off between the hours of 12 midnight and 5 am. This matter
was of particular concern to local residents. They were concerned that the turning off
of street lights would increase crime and cause road safety issues. As a
consequence, some consultation responses indicated concern about this issue.

The Introduction of Car Parking Charges
Following a period of careful consideration, the Council introduced car parking
charges in a number of its town centre car parks on the 1st February 2014. Whilst
the charges are relatively small compared to those charged elsewhere, this was a
change for many residents who had previously experienced many of years of free
car parking provision. As a result, some consultation responses indicated an
objection to car parking charges and car parking provision in town centres.
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Responses from Residents
This section of the report sets out a summary and analysis of the responses received
from residents via the questionnaire distributed to households. The questionnaire
was accompanied by a leaflet which summarised the main proposals in the draft
New Local Plan.
The questionnaire comprised of eleven questions regarding the proposals in the draft
New Local Plan. The response to each of these questions is summarised and
analysed below.

Question 1: Do you think that the Council should put in place a
local plan that determines where development does, and does not
go?
This question was answered by 4,502 (92.5%) of the respondents to the
questionnaire.
Figure 7: Response to Question 1 – The Need for a Plan
No
7%

Yes
93%

This indicates that there is clear support from residents for the Council to progress a
New Local Plan in order that some local control can be exerted over planning
decisions.

Question 2: Given national projections, do you think that the
Council’s housing target of 200 homes per year is appropriate?
This question was answered by 4,649 (95.5%) of the respondents to the
questionnaire.
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Figure 8: Response to Question 2 – The Housing Target
No ‐ It should
be higher
3%
Yes
26%

No ‐ It should
be lower
71%

The response indicates a clear concern amongst residents with regard to the
provision of new housing. The comments, which are analysed later in this section
highlight that there are significant local concerns about the impact of new housing on
transport infrastructure capacity in particular, but also with regard to the capacity of
other services. The loss of Green Belt and open space are also key concerns.
It should however be noted that this response runs contrary to the views expressed
by developers and neighbouring local authorities, who point out that the evidence
indicates that there is a need for a higher level of housing provision in Castle Point.

Question 3: Do you object to one or more of the housing proposals
set out in the draft New Local Plan?
3,930 (80.7%) of respondents to the questionnaire indicated that they objected to
one or more of the housing proposals set out in the draft New Local Plan. Figure 9
summarises these responses.
The highest levels of objection were seen with regard to sites on Canvey Island. Site
H5 – Land at Thorney Bay Park had the highest overall level of objection at 35.7% of
respondents. This was closely followed by Land at Point Road and Land East of
Canvey Road, with 32.8% and 32.1% of residents objecting to these proposals
respectively.
The sites with the lowest levels of objection were sites H12 – Land South of
Eastwood Old Road, H15 – Land off Glyders, H17 – Land fronting Canvey Road, H7
– Land off Scrub Lane and H18 – Land at North West Thundersley. These sites all
received objection levels at less than 20% of respondents. This is likely to be
because the sites are either small, previously developed or remote.
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It should however be noted that the quantum of objection, or otherwise to a cannot
be the sole determinant of a sites suitability for housing. The NPPF is clear about the
matters that should be taken into account when selecting sites for housing
development. These matters include sustainability and deliverability.
Figure 9: Objections to Housing Proposals as a proportion of Total Respondents

Site
H4 – Land off Kiln Road, Thundersley
H5 – Land at Thorney Bay Park, Canvey Island
H6 – Land at Point Road, Canvey Island
H7 – Land off Scrub Lane, Hadleigh
H8 – Land at the former Castle View School,
Canvey Island
H9 – Land between Felstead Road and Catherine
Road, Benfleet
H10 – Land East of Rayleigh Road, Hadleigh
H11 – Land South of Daws Heath, Hadleigh
H12 – Land South of Eastwood Old Road, Eastwood
H13 – Land West of Glebelands, Thundersley
H14 – Land West of Benfleet
H15 – Land off Gylders, Benfleet
H16 – Land East of Canvey Road, Canvey Island
H17 – land fronting Canvey Road, Canvey Island
(nursing home only)
H18 – Land at North West Thundersley

Total
% of
Objections Respondents
1,238
25.4%
1,740
35.7%
1,565
32.1%
852
17.5%
1,356

27.9%

1,232
1,471
1,450
599
1,091
1,496
760
1,595

25.3%
30.2%
29.8%
12.3%
22.4%
30.7%
15.6%
32.8%

817
880

16.8%
18.1%

Residents were asked to indicate the reasons why they objected to housing
proposals. A pre-identified list of reasons was provided to enable ease of response.
The following graphs show the response to this question for each of the fifteen
housing sites identified in the draft New Local Plan.
Consistent across the series of graphs is a clear concern about traffic impacts of new
development. This was highlighted as a concern by a significant majority of
respondents for all sites.
The nature of the individual sites in question tend to influence the propensity of other
reasons for objection, although it is clear that residents were concerned about the
impact of development on other services such as schools and GP surgeries. They
were also concerned about impacts on the Green Belt.
Additionally, site H4 – Land off Kiln Road and those sites in the Hadleigh Green Belt
(H10, H11 and H12) also gave rise to a number of people expressing concerns
regarding wildlife and landscape impacts.
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Figure 10: Reasons for objecting to site H4 – Land off Kiln Road, Thundersley

No. Respondents
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Figure 11: Reasons for objecting to site H5 – Land at Thorney Bay Park, Canvey
Island
2000
1800
1600
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1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Suggested Reasons

No. Respondents

Figure 12: Reasons for objecting to site H6 – Land at Point Road, Canvey Island
1800
1600
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1000
800
600
400
200
0

Suggested Reasons
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No. Respondents

Figure 13: Reason for objecting to site H7 – Land off Scrub Lane, Hadleigh
900
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400
300
200
100
0
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Figure 14: Reasons for objecting to site H8 – Land at the former Castle View School,
Canvey Island
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400
200
0

Suggested Reasons

Figure 15: Reasons for objecting to site H9 - Land between Felstead Road and
Catherine Road, Benfleet
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No. Respondents

Figure 16: Reasons for objecting to site H10 – Land East of Rayleigh Road, Hadleigh
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Figure 17: Reasons for objecting to site H11 – Land South of Daws Heath, Hadleigh
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Figure 18: Reasons for objecting to site H12 – Land South of Eastwood Old Road,
Eastwood
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Figure 19: Reasons for objecting to site H13 – Land West of Glebelands, Thundersley
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Figure 20: Reasons for objecting to site H14 – Land West of Benfleet
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Figure 21: Reasons for objecting to site H15 – Land off Glyders, Benfleet
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No. Respondents

Figure 22: Reasons for objecting to site H16 – Land East of Canvey Road, Canvey
Island
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Figure 23: Reasons for objecting to site H17 – Land fronting Canvey Road, Canvey
Island (nursing homes only)
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Figure 24: Reasons for objecting to site H18 - Land at North West Thundersley
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Question 4: What balance should the Council seek between
affordable housing provision and other infrastructure?
Respondents were given a choice with regard to this question. They were asked to
choose between a higher level of affordable housing provision (35%) and less
funding for other infrastructure i.e. roads, or a lower level of affordable housing
provision (20%) and more funding for other infrastructure. These choices were based
on the options emerging from the Council’s Whole Plan Viability Assessment.
4,241 (87.1%) of respondents to the questionnaire answered this question.
Figure 25: Response to Question 4 – Balance between the provision of Affordable
Housing and other Infrastructure

19%

35% Affordable Housing
20% Affordable Housing

81%

Residents indicated a clear preference towards a lower level of affordable housing
provision in order to allow for more funding to be available for other forms of
infrastructure. This is not surprising given the concerns expressed in respect of
question 3 regarding traffic and the capacity of schools and GP services.
It should however be noted that this has implications for local access to new homes,
particularly social housing and shared equity options. The greater the proportion of
market housing within a development the harder it is to direct that provision towards
meeting the needs of local people over the needs of the wider housing market, which
will include people moving from elsewhere.
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Question 5: Do you think that draft New Local Plan sets an
appropriate target for jobs growth?
This question was answered by 4,370 (89.8%) of the respondents to the
questionnaire.
Figure 26: Response to Question 5 – The Employment Target

26%
Yes
51%

No ‐ The target is too low
No ‐ The target is too high

23%

The proposed level of employment growth (2,100 jobs to 2031 – 105 jobs per
annum), was considered by the majority of residents to be about right. There were
however some residents who felt that the level of employment provision should be
higher (23%). There were also people who felt that the level of employment provision
should be lower (26%).
It would appear that proposals to grow the economy in Castle Point appear to be
less controversial amongst residents than proposals for housing growth. Growth of
the economy and particularly the provision of local jobs would have some benefits in
terms of the traffic issues identified by residents. Local jobs do reduce the need to
travel. However, the Castle Point Employment and Retail Needs Assessment warns
against setting unrealistic expectations in terms of reducing out-commuting as the
economy of London will continue to have a significant draw for those seeking higher
incomes.

Question 6: Do you object to either of the proposed employment
growth locations?
This question was answered by 4,492 (92.3%) of the respondents to the
questionnaire.
66% of respondents did not object to the two employment locations proposed within
the draft New Local Plan. However, 22% of respondents objected to the proposals
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for Manor Trading Estate, and 20% of respondents objected to the proposals for
West Canvey.
Figure 27: Response to Question 6 – Objection to Employment Growth Locations
14%

Neither
12%

Both
West Canvey Only

8%

Manor Trading Only
66%

Residents were asked to indicate the reasons why they objected to the proposed
employment locations. A pre-identified list of reasons was provided to enable ease of
response. The following graphs show the response to this question for each of the
two employment growth locations identified in the draft New Local Plan.
As with proposals for housing growth traffic impacts were the primary reason for
objections to employment growth proposals. For West Canvey the other significant
concern related to the loss of Green Belt land. Meanwhile, the second most
significant concern in relation to proposals for Manor Trading Estate was the likely
impact of noise generated by the development and associated traffic.
Figure 28: Reasons for objecting to the West Canvey Employment Growth Location
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
All Objections
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Figure 29: Reasons for objecting to the Manor Trading Estate Employment Growth
Location
700
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Question 7: Do you think the Council’s approach to retail provision
is right?
This question was answered by 4,462 (91.7%) of the respondents to the
questionnaire.
Figure 30: Question 7 – Retail Provision

Yes
32%
55%
13%

No ‐ not enough provision
is proposed
No ‐ too much provision is
proposed

The draft New Local Plan proposes the provision of 11,000 sq m of additional retail
floorspace within existing town centres and shopping areas. This figure was derived
from the Employment and Retail Needs Assessment.
The majority of residents thought that this level of provision was appropriate.
However, a small proportion of residents (13%) thought the level of provision should
be higher. A larger proportion (32%) meanwhile thought the level of provision should
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be lower. The comments that accompanied some of the residents’ survey responses
indicated a degree of frustration with regard to the current mix of shops within town
centres and questioned the need for additional provision.

Question 8: Do you agree with the requirement for additional open
space provision?
This question was answered by 4,471 (91.8%) of the respondents to the
questionnaire.
Figure 31: Question 8 – Open Space Provision

Yes
42%
51%

No ‐ the requirement is
too high
No ‐ the requirement is
too low

7%

The draft New Local Plan sets out a requirement of securing the provision of at least
32ha of additional public open space alongside new housing proposals. The majority
of residents supported this proposal. However, there was also a significant minority
(42%) who felt that the requirement was too low. 32ha therefore represents an
absolute minimum in terms of the support from local residents. This aligns well with
the requirements of the nature conservation organisations who seek open space
provision to off-set impacts on areas of high nature conservation value.
Only 7% of respondents felt that the requirement was too high.

Question 9: Transport – residents were asked to indicate if they
particularly supported, or objected to, any of the proposals set out
in the draft New Local Plan.
Residents were asked to comment on twelve transport proposals. Unfortunately
there was a variation between the list of proposals set out in the questionnaire sent
to households and the online questionnaire. In order to address this, the household
questionnaires and the online questionnaires have been analysed separately, with
the results combined in all appropriate cases. Regard should therefore be had to the
total number of responses in relation to each of the following graphs.
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Figure 32: Respondents views on the Extension to Roscommon Way Phase 2

3,694 responses from
4,868 respondents.
Support
37%

No View
50%

Response rate = 75.8%

Object
13%

Only 50% of those who responded to this question had a view on this proposal. Of
those two-thirds supported the project to extend Roscommon Way to Western
Esplanade. One-third however objected. The comments that accompanied the
questionnaire indicated a degree of frustration amongst residents with regard to the
current mis-use of phase 1 Roscommon Way for car racing and drifting. There was
also a degree of mistrust expressed with regard to the landowner of Thorney Bay
Park, whose land through which the road would pass.
Figure 33: Respondents views on the widening of Somnes Avenue from Waterside to
Link Road

3,804 responses from
4,868 respondents.
Response rate = 78.1%
No View
38%

Support
50%

Object
12%

Of those residents with a view on this proposed transport project, there was a
significant degree of support. However, 442 respondents did object to this proposal
indicating a degree of local contention. The comments that accompanied the
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questionnaire responses indicated that some residents did not feel that this project
would offer sufficient congestion relief.
Figure 34: Respondents views on a new road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath
Road

3,269 responses from
4,451 respondents.

No View
41%

Support
30%

Response rate = 73.4%

Object
29%

Of those respondents who had a view on this proposal, there was a fairly equal split
between those who support it and those who object to it. Comments received from
respondents in the Daws Heath area were concerned that the route would cause
additional rat-running. However, it was recognised by some that this proposal has
the potential to alleviate impacts at the Woodman Arms junction. Regard will need to
be had to the transport evidence for this proposal to determine whether this proposal
should be pursued.
Figure 35: Respondents views on route improvements on the A129 Rayleigh Road

3,534 responses from
4,451 respondents.
Response rate = 72.6%
No View
38%

Object
11%
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Support
51%

Of those respondents that had a view on this proposal, there was a high level of
support. Only 378 respondents indicated an objection to this project. However, there
were no clues in the written comments as to why objections would be raised to
transport improvements along this route given its existing congestion issues.
Figure 36: Respondents views on a new junction on Canvey Way to provide access to
the west of Benfleet

3,846 responses from
4,451 respondents.
No View
18%

Object
23%

Response rate = 79%

Support
59%

Compared to other transport proposals, a significant proportion of respondents had a
view on this proposal. This is likely to be because it has implications for both the
Benfleet and Canvey areas.
Overall, there is a good deal of support for this proposal, with 59% of those
responding to this question indicating support for the proposal. There is however a
degree of objection to the proposed junction. 877 respondents indicated an
objection. Concerns expressed in the comments attached to questionnaires
indicated concerns with regard to traffic flows onto and off Canvey Island. Concerns
were also expressed with regard to other residents of Benfleet using Jotmans Lane
as a rat run. Transport modelling of the proposed junction will be required to
determine the extent of these potential impacts.
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Figure 37: Respondents views on junction improvements at both ends of Kenneth
Road

3,451 responses from
4,868 respondents.
Response rate = 70.9%
No View
43%

Support
49%

Object
8%

A significant proportion of respondents had no view on this project. This is probably
because it is small scale and local in nature. However, of those who did have a view
85% supported the proposal. Just 292 respondents objected to these local
improvements. The reasons for objecting to this project are unclear from the written
comments that accompany the questionnaires.
Figure 38: Respondents views on the dualling of the A130 Canvey Way

3,973 responses from
4,868 respondents.
No View
17%

Response rate = 81.6%

Object
12%
Support
71%

As with proposals to provide a junction on Canvey Way, this proposal elicited views
from a wider group of respondents. This is probably a result of the impact congestion
on Canvey Way has on flows at the Sadlers Farm junction.
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The vast majority of respondents support proposals to dual Canvey Way. However,
there is also a significant group of people who object to this proposal. 459
respondents indicated an objection. Comments accompanying the questionnaires
indicate that some respondents would prefer the provision of an additional route onto
and off Canvey Island rather than capacity improvements to Canvey Way.
Figure 39: Respondents views on a new road for Canvey Island

4,186 responses from
4,868 respondents.
No View
14%
Object
6%

Response rate = 86%

Support
80%

This transport proposal elicited the highest response rate, highlighting the concerns
residents across the borough have in relation to transport congestion arising from
movements on and off Canvey Island.
The vast majority of respondents support proposals for a new road for Canvey
Island. Over 3,340 respondents supported this project. However, a small proportion
of residents objected to the proposal for a new road. The main reasons for this
objection, emerging from the comments accompanying questionnaires were
associated with the proposed route across to Corringham. Some respondents would
have preferred a route towards Southend. Others expressed concern about
additional traffic arising from movements associated with the new port development
south of Corringham.
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Figure 40: Respondents views on transport improvements in Hadleigh and Canvey
Town Centres

308 responses from
359 respondents.
No View
29%

Object
11%

Response rate = 85.8%

Support
60%

Only those completing the online form answered this question resulting in a limited
response. However, the majority of those who did respond indicated support for
transport improvements in town centres. There were however a small number of
objections. Comments indicate that these objections have arisen from the original
proposals to alter the highway layout in Hadleigh Town Centre. These proposals
have now been scaled back significantly.
Figure 41: Respondents views on improvements to the footpath and cycling networks

3,866 responses from
4,868 respondents.
No View
23%

Response rate = 79.4%

Object
6%
Support
71%

A significant proportion of those who had a view on improvements to the footpath
and cycling networks indicated support. Only 227 respondents objected to such
improvements.
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Figure 42: Respondents views on the provision and enhancement of cycling facilities

3,668 responses from
4,868 respondents.
Response rate = 75.3%

No View
30%

Object
9%

Support
61%

As relatively fewer people cycle compared to walking, there were relatively fewer
response to this question than the previous question regarding the footpath and
cycling networks. However, the response to this proposal was still positive with the
majority of respondents indicating support for improved cycling facilities. Only 332
respondents objected to such improvements.
Figure 43: Respondents views on bus service improvements to employment areas in
Basildon and Southend

3,810 responses from
4,868 respondents.
No View
29%
Object
3%

Response rate = 78.3%

Support
68%

This proposal was unlikely to attract the highest response rate as respondents may
work elsewhere or else be retired. However, of those who did have a view on this
proposal, the majority were supportive. Just 98 respondents objected to this
proposal. The reasons for objecting to this proposal are unclear from the written
comments that accompany the questionnaires.
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Figure 44: Respondents views on bus service enhancements along the A13

3,787 responses from
4,868 respondents.
Response rate = 77.8%

No View
32%

Object
6%

Support
62%

As with the previous proposal, this was unlikely to attract the highest response rate
as many residents may not live near the A13. However, or those who did have a
view on this proposal, the majority were supportive. There were 238 objections
however. Comments that accompanied the questionnaire indicated a frustration with
recent changes to bus services on Canvey Island, and limited service provision in
Daws Heath. This may have given rise to objections against the concentration of
services along a single corridor.

Question 10: Has the Council retained enough Green Belt through
the review of the Local Plan?
This question was answered by 4,619 (94.9%) of the respondents to the
questionnaire.
Figure 45: Question 10 – The Proportion of Green Belt Retained

26%
Yes
No ‐ too much retained
No ‐ too little retained
71%
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3%

The draft New Local Plan seeks to retain 92% of the current Green Belt extent. A
quarter of those who responded indicated support for the level of Green Belt being
retained. However, a significant proportion of respondents would prefer to see a
higher proportion of the Green Belt retained. In order to meet housing needs this
would require a step change in the densities achieved on sites that are brought
forward. Such a change would need to be supported by evidence, including evidence
of deliverability.

Question11: Historic Natural Landscapes – residents were asked to
indicate if they particularly supported, or objected to, the proposals
to designate three Historic Natural Landscapes
Using information derived from the Thames Gateway Historic Characterisation
Assessment, the Wildlife Trusts Living Landscape designations and information on
nature conservation designations, three potential Historic Natural Landscapes have
been identified in the draft New Local Plan. It is proposed that these landscapes are
afforded protection from intrusive forms of development.
The responses received in respect of these proposals are summarised below. These
show a high level of support from residents for the designation of historic natural
landscapes in Castle Point, and for the designation of those locations identified. In all
cases only 3% of respondents objected to the proposed designations.
It should be noted that these proposed designations overlay areas of Green Belt
providing additional protection in these areas.
Figure 46: Respondents views on the designation of a Historic Natural Landscape in
Daws Heath

4,225 responses from
4,868 respondents
No View
19%
Object
3%

Response rate = 86.8%

Support
78%
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Figure 47: Respondents views on the designation of a Historic Natural Landscape at
Hadleigh Castle and Marshes
Object
3%

4,274 responses from
4,868 respondents

No View
10%

Response rate = 87.8%

Support
87%

Figure 48: Respondents views on the designation of a Historic Natural Landscape at
Canvey Marshes

Object
3%

4,436 responses from
4,868 respondents

No View
15%

Response rate = 91.1%

Support
82%

Written Comments
In addition to completing the questionnaire 3,346 respondents (68.7%) also provided
written comments either within the comment box provided, or else in an
accompanying letter. A separate schedule of these comments in their entirety is
available. The following table provides a summary of these comments, indicates the
quantum of residents who made similar comments, and also provides a
recommended response in relation to each of the issues raised. It should be
remembered that whilst the most commonly reoccurring comments highlight the
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issues which concern residents the most, consideration should be given to the
evidence base in order to determine whether the plan should be altered.
The figures and rankings below are based on all responses received. Area based
figures and rankings are available to view at appendix 10. Consideration of these
individual areas highlights variations in the concerns of different parts of Castle
Point. For example the need for a third road for Canvey Island is the second most
frequent comment for respondents from Canvey Island, but was not frequently
referred to by respondents from Thundersley and Hadleigh.
Figure 49: Summary of Consultation Responses, with recommendations
Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Impact of
development on
Transport
Infrastructure

1680

1

Impact of housing
on capacity of
water supply and
drainage
infrastructure

563

2

Loss of Green Belt

525

3

Need for a Third
Road for Canvey

480

4

Impact of housing
on School Capacity

433

5

Impact of housing
on Healthcare

363

6
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Recommended Response
The Transport Modelling Report which was prepared
to accompany the Local Plan shows that there will be
transport impacts arising from growth. The draft New
Local Plan therefore includes a series of projects to
be delivered over the plan period in order to alleviate
these impacts. These projects include those aimed at
achieving a modal shift towards more sustainable
transport modes. This is consistent with the
requirements of the NPPF.
The Watercycle Study considers the capacity to
accommodate growth in terms of water supply and
drainage. This indicates that new development can be
accommodated on the network, although some works
will be required to achieve this. These findings are
supported by the consultation response received from
Anglian Water.
Paragraph 83 of the NPPF states that Green Belt
boundaries may be reviewed in exceptional cases
through the review of a local plan. The
correspondence between the Chief Planning
Inspector and the Planning Minister regarding the
Reigate and Banstead Plan Examination indicated
that consideration should be given to the need to
review Green Belt boundaries in order to meet the
requirement to meet the full objectively assessed
needs for housing in areas where this cannot be met
on non Green Belt sites. As the full objectively
assessed need for housing cannot be accommodated
on non Green Belt sites in Castle Point, a Green Belt
Boundary Review has been undertaken. This
concluded that those sites included in the draft New
Local Plan would not impact on the strategic function
of the Green Belt in Castle Point.
A proposal to provide a new or improved access to
Canvey Island is addressed in policy T2 of the draft
New Local Plan.
The school authority has been engaged throughout
the preparation of the draft New Local Plan. They
have highlighted where capacity issues may arise,
and this information will be included within the
submission version of the New Local Plan and the
associated infrastructure delivery schedule (ACTION).
NHS England have provided information on capacity
issues for Castle Point. The CCG in conjunction with

Comment
Summary
Capacity

No.
Respondents

Rank

Overcrowded
already

339

7

Impact of housing
on Flood Risk

336

8

Need for better
Shopping Areas

240

9

Loss of Open
Space

188

10

Impact on wildlife

186

11
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NHS England are now preparing a strategy to deliver
capacity improvements within Castle Point. This
information, and the outcome of the CCG's strategic
work will be included within the submission version of
the New Local plan and the associated infrastructure
delivery schedule (ACTION).
It is agreed that the population density in Castle Point
is higher than places elsewhere is Essex. This is
largely due to the relatively small size of Castle Point
compared to other districts. However, it should be
noted that the majority of properties in Castle Point
are detached and semi-detached (see SHMA). As a
consequence, there is space around buildings with
most properties having gardens and off-street car
parking provision. The proposals in the draft New
Local Plan expect the Adopted Residential Design
Guidance to be applied which will ensure new
properties also benefit from gardens. It is also
expected that the Essex Vehicle Parking Standards
will be applied, ensuring off-street car parking.
Therefore, new development will be of a similar scale
and spacing to that which is already present. Where
plots are not suitable for development due to their size
they will not be brought forward. However, where
there are suitably sized sites these will be brought
forward in a way that makes efficient use of land
consistent with the requirements of paragraphs 58
and 111 of the NPPF.
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and a Flood Risk
Sequential Test have been prepared to inform the
draft New Local Plan. The proposals within the draft
New Local Plan are considered to be consistent with
the requirements of the NPPF in relation to flood risk.
Policy R1 seeks to direct any new retail development
towards town centres. Policies R2 and R3 meanwhile
seek the regeneration of Canvey and Hadleigh Town
Centres to make them more attractive shopping
environments. These actions are consistent with the
recommendations of the Employment and Retail
Needs Assessment.
Open space is that space which is open for the public
to use. The draft New Local Plan does not seek to
develop on designated open spaces. It does however
proposed to create new open spaces alongside
housing development. There will therefore be no loss
of open space as a consequence of the proposals in
the draft New Local Plan.
The NPPF sets out a clear heirarchy for the protection
of habitats, with those benefiting from international or
national designation receiving the most protection. No
development is proposed on international or
nationally designated sites. One housing site - H4 - is
a local wildlife site. This has been taken into account
in its designation and the wording of the associated
policy. As a consequence the overall capacity of the
site has been reduced to ensure areas of habitat
value are avoided. Site H15 is a potential Local
Wildlife Site. This means that there is some habitat

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H18 - Support
- no impact on local
people

176

12

Object to the need
for Housing

171

13

133

14

119

15

Unhappy with
consultation
process

116

16

Impact of housing
on the capacity of
emergency
services

113

17

Need to improve
bus and rail
services to support
growth

111

18

Brownfield
development
and/or re-use of
empty homes
supported
Need sufficient car
parking
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value at the site. Policy NE8 of the draft New Local
Plan would require this value to be fully compensated.
This can be achieved on adjoining land in the same
ownership.
It is recognised that there is support for site H18.
However, this site will not address the immediate
need for housing. There are multiple landowners and
the need to construct a proper access into the site
(good planning). This will take some time, and
therefore it would be inappropriate to expect this site
to come forward within the first 10 years of the plan
(NOTE: Maldon DC have recently been criticised for
relying on sites that are not deliverable to meet their
five year housing land supply). As a consequence this
site does not represent a deliverable alternative to
those sites set out in policies H4 to H16 of the draft
New Local Plan.
The Objectively Assessed Need for Housing is set out
in the Housing Need Topic Paper. This indicates that
the need is in the region of 400 homes per annum
when applying the methodology for calculating
housing need set out in the Planning Practice
Guidance. The plan makes provision for 200 homes
per annum based on the capacity to accommodate
growth in Castle Point. There is therefore a
substantial need for housing beyond that which is
currently planned which can be evidenced.
The draft New Local Plan relies on capacity from
Brownfield Sites to meet the housing requirement of
200 homes per annum. Had this not been included,
substantially more development within the Green Belt
would be required.
Policy T8 requires the provision of car parking in line
with the adopted Essex Vehicle Parking Standards.
A consultation plan was prepared prior to the
consultation being undertaken and this was approved
by the Leader of the Council and the Cabinet at the
time. It involved the delivery of information to
households, press coverage, exhibitions and online
engagement opportunities. The Town and Country
Planning (Local Plan)(England) Regulations 2011
require the Council to place a press advert and make
the information available online only. The consultation
undertaken went substantially beyond these minimum
requirements.
The emergency services are consultees for the draft
New Local Plan. They have not expressed concerns
about the level of development proposed, or any of
the proposed development locations.
Policy T4 addresses improvements to bus
infrastructure. However, additional actions could be
included within this policy to address concerns raised
about the lack of provision in parts of Canvey and for
Daws Heath. In terms of railway infrastructure, the
contract has recently been awarded for the Fenchurch
Street to Southend service. This contract will see
additional provision of services on this line to
accommodate growth in South Essex. Information on

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H18 - Support
- good access

107

19

Impacts of pollution
and noise

103

20

Site H14 Congestion arising
from A130 Access

79

21

Need for genuine
Affordable Housing

73

22

Support for Plan

70

23

Loss of Livery

70

23
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this provision could be reflected in the supporting text
to policy T4 however. (ACTION)
It is recognised that there is support for site H18.
However, this site will not address the immediate
need for housing. There are multiple landowners and
the need to construct a proper access into the site
(good planning). This will take some time, and
therefore it would be inappropriate to expect this site
to come forward within the first 10 years of the plan
(NOTE: Maldon DC have recently been criticised for
relying on sites that are not deliverable to meet their
five year housing land supply). As a consequence this
site does not represent a deliverable alternative to
those sites set out in policies H4 to H16 of the draft
New Local Plan.
The NPPF sets out at paragraphs 120 and 123 the
role of planning in ensuring that new development
does not have a significant adverse impacts on health
or general amenity by vitue of pollution or noise
respectively. Policy NE10 of the draft New Local Plan
sets out local policy on this. New development
proposals will be expected to apply this policy in their
design and delivery. It is however recognised in the
Sustainability Appraisal that there is the potential for
increased air pollution to arise from new development.
The NPPF is however clear that sustainable transport
modes have a role to play in alleviating the CO2
arising from increased traffic movements. Policies T3
and T4 set out infrastructure to be delivered alongside
housing to improve access to these transport options.
Objections to this proposal are noted. However, there
is the potential to substantially ease congestion at the
Tarpots junction through this link road. Therefore,
additional transport modelling of this proposal is
required in order to provide the evidence necessary to
make an informed decision. (ACTION)
Affordable housing is specifically defined in the NPPF
as social rented, affordable rented and intermediate
housing provided to eligible households whose needs
are not met by the market. For the purpose of clarity it
would be useful for this definition to be included in the
draft New Local Plan (ACTION).
Support for the plan noted. It should however be
recognised that many residents and some
stakeholders have requested changes to the plan.
Where such changes can be supported by evidence,
are consistent with the NPPF, and would result in a
sound plan, they may be made. This may affect the
support that some people can offer to the plan.
There will remain 2,517ha of Green Belt. Recreational
activities such as horse-riding are permitted in the
Green Belt. This plan does not therefore prevent such
activities from occurring, and policy GB8 provides
favourable consideration to proposals that will support
outdoor sport and recreation in the Green Belt. It
should be noted that the Council has recently
supported the provision of new livery stables on Great
Burches Road.

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site E3 - Impact on
Traffic

68

25

Need a higher
proportion of
affordable housing

65

26

Do not need more
retail provision

61

27

Site H10 - Object
to Link Road

61

27

Site H18 - Support
- not Green Belt

55

29

Impact of housing
on evacuation

52

30

Proposed
development
densities too high

50

31

38

Recommended Response
This concern particularly relates to HGVs. There are
no proposals included within the draft New Local Plan
that would reduce HGV movements on Church Road,
Thundersley. Therefore, consideration needs to be
given to the impact this proposal will have on traffic
flows (particularly of HGVs) on this road. (ACTION)
A higher proportion of affordable housing provision
would go further towards meeting the objectively
assessed need for affordable housing as identified by
the TGSE SHMA. However, such provision would be
at the expense of the amount that can be charged in
Community Infrastructure Levy. This will affect
investment in other infrastructure such as roads,
schools, healthcare, sports and open space provision.
A balance needs therefore to be struck. The response
to the questionnaire indicated a preference towards
more infrastructure provision and less (20%)
affordable housing provision.
The Employment and Retail Needs Assessment
identifies a requirement for additional retail provision
in Castle Point to meet the needs of a growing
population. A large proportion of this need (8,000m2)
is for convenience retail provision (food).
Objections to this proposal are noted. However, there
is the potential to substantially ease congestion at the
Woodmans Arms junction through this link road.
Therefore, additional transport modelling of this
proposal is required in order to provide the evidence
necessary to make an informed decision. (ACTION)
This site is located in the Green Belt and contributes
towards providing separation between Thundersley
and other towns in South Essex.
Growth Forecasts in the Greater Demographic
Forecasts show that when 4,000 homes are delivered,
the population will increase by around 4,000 people.
Therefore the population of Canvey Island will
increase by approximately 1,400 - 1,500 as a
consequence of the proposals in the draft New Local
Plan. This represents a 3.5% increase in the
population. This increased population will occupy
homes constructed to modern requirements including
requirements associated with flood resistance and
flood resilience. Additionally, new homes will provide
flood refuge above ground floor level. Therefore, the
impact of new development on evacuation will be
small compared to the impacts of the existing
population living in homes built to older standards.
The National Planning Policy Framework indicates
that development should optimise the potential of a
site to accommodate development (para 58). It
expects that effective use of land should be made
(para 111). The SHMA indicates that there is a need
for a proportion of new homes to be smaller one or
two bedroom properties. Therefore, the density of new
development will be driven by this need. Additionally,
the effective use of land is important in areas where
people wish to see the Green Belt protected from
development. The responses to question 10 indicate

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Balance between
housing and jobs
provision

45

32

Needs additional
sports and leisure
infrastructure

42

33

Growth should be
for local people

41

34

Effective use of
land - e.g. Flats

38

35

Risk from
Hazardous
Installations

38

35

Impact on property
value

35

37

Policy HC10 Object to a Pub

34

38

Dualling Canvey
Way Needed

34

38

Site E3 - Move
Manor Trading
Estate

33

40

39

Recommended Response
that this is important to residents in Castle Point.
Castle Point has an ageing population, with the
number of retired people expected to increase and the
number of working aged people expected to
decrease. Therefore, the employment proposals in the
draft New Local Plan are optimistic. They do not
under-provide for future growth. Changes in the
working age population are shown in the Housing
Capacity Topic Paper. The effect on the economy is
shown in the Employment and Retail Needs
Assessment.
Policy HC2 details the requirement for additional
sports and leisure provision in Castle Point based on
the outcomes of the Community Infrastructure Needs
Assessment, and other work undertaken by Leisure
Services.
The NPPF is clear at paragraph 159 that the need for
housing should be identified taking into account both
migration and demographic change.
The National Planning Policy Framework indicates
that development should optimise the potential of a
site to accommodate development (para 58). It
expects that effective use of land should be made
(para 111). The SHMA indicates that there is a need
for a proportion of new homes to be smaller one or
two bedroom properties. Therefore, the density of new
development will be driven by this need. Additionally,
the effective use of land is important in areas where
people wish to see the Green Belt protected from
development. The responses to question 10 indicate
that this is important to residents in Castle Point.
The advice set out in the HSE PADHI Methodology
has been applied to the proposals in the draft New
Local Plan. The HSE are a consultee to the New
Local Plan and they have not objected to the
proposals.
It is recognised that some people may lose views from
their property which they currently enjoy, and which
has acted to increase the value of their property.
Those people have no right to a view over another
persons land, and the loss of such a view and its
subsequent impact on property value is not therefore
a material planning consideration. This is a position
that has long been established in planning law and
practice.
Policy HC10 does not specifically refer to a pub, it
refers to a commercial leisure use. This could entail a
restaurant, a cafe or another leisure use. The
proposals for a pub were brought forward by the
regeneration team separately to the local plan and did
receive a good degree of support from local residents.
A proposal to provide a new or improved access to
Canvey Island is addressed in policy T2 of the draft
New Local Plan.
Manor Trading Estate is a well used employment area
with a vacancy rate of only 1% (national average is
10%). Whilst not ideally located, it would not be
reasonable to displace the businesses on this site.

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H13 Inconsistent with
SoS and High
Court Decisions

32

41

Housing will
increase crime

32

41

Policy E2 Replace Manor

30

43

Affordable Housing
will have negative
impacts

27

44

Should not make
space for buses on
roads

26

45

HC6 - Village
Green Boundaries
need to be
identified correctly

25

46

Loss of agricultural
land

25

46
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Additionally, the Whole Plan Viability Assessment
demonstrates that the provision of new employment
provision would not be viable, affecting the delivery of
this scheme, particularly as a properly constructed
access to the site would be required. This proposal
cannot therefore be justified.
The application proposed housing in the current
extent of the Green Belt. The NPPF is very clear that
Green Belt boundaries cannot be altered outside the
plan-making process, and therefore the application
was quite rightly refused. However, this does not
mean that the Council cannot consider this site as
part of the plan making process, and propose it for
development through that process. Such an approach
is consistent with the NPPF. It should be noted that
the High Court Judge stated in his written judgement
that he did not expect this site to be retained in
perpetuity.
The crime rate in Castle Point is currently significantly
below average, although it is acknowledge that there
are pockets of higher crime in small areas of the
borough. There is no evidence to indicate that
additional development of housing in Castle Point will
increase the crime rate within the borough.
Deprivation and employment levels are more closely
correlated to crime levels than housing growth. It is
therefore essential that job growth is delivered
alongside housing as proposed by policy E1.
Manor Trading Estate is a well used employment area
with a vacancy rate of only 1% (national average is
10%). It would be unreasonable to displace the
businesses on this site and therefore this proposal
cannot be justified.
Affordable housing is allocated using the Council's
allocations policy. This requires a person to have
been resident in the borough for a number of years
before they become eligible for such housing.
Therefore, the people being housed in affordable
housing are not 'new' people, and therefore any
negative impacts would be pre-existing. This objection
is therefore not valid.
The NPPF is clear in section 4 that the transport
system should be balanced in favour of sustainable
transport modes. Therefore, the provision of bus lanes
in certain location is appropriate in order to achieve
this objective.
A copy of the second village green designation at
Coombe Wood has been obtained from Essex County
Council, and the proposals map will be amended
accordingly to reflect this also. (ACTION)
The NPPF states at paragraph 112 that local
authorities should seek to use areas of poorer quality
agricultural land for development in favour if higher
quality land. In Castle Point the highest grade
agricultural land present is Grade 3. Appeal decisions
elsewhere indicate that Grade 3 land is not
considered to be high quality land. This is reflected in
the history of Castle Point and other parts of South

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Too many homes
planned for Canvey
compared to
Mainland

24

48

Dualling of Canvey
Way not a solution

23

49

Object to industrial
development

22

50

Improve Cycling
Infrastructure

20

51

Object to Somnes
Avenue Widening

19

52

Need well paid jobs

18

53

Extension to
Roscommon Way
needed

18

53

H14 - flood risk to
existing properties

17

55
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Essex, where poor soil conditions resulted in the land
being sold off for alternative uses during the late 19th
Century and onward into the 20th Century. Plotlands
developed from this sale of land.
The sites identified within the draft New Local Plan all
have positive and negative attributes. However, the
Sustainability Appraisal and the Housing Options
Topic Paper indicate that these sites are all suitable
development locations, and are all required to meet
the housing requirement. The distribution of homes
has therefore been determined by the sustainability of
sites rather than the spatial distribution of towns or the
current population. However, if such a comparison
were to be made then 45% of the current population
live on Canvey Island, however only 36% of the
growth is directed towards the Island. Therefore, the
level of housing growth proposed for Canvey Island is
not disproportionate.
The Transport Modelling Report included a qualitative
assessment of proposals in the Local Transport Plan.
This assessment found that there would be some
benefits to the dualling of Canvey Way.
The Employment and Retail Needs Assessment is
clear that there will be growth in the local economy in
Castle Point over the period to 2031, which will
require up to 11,000m2 of employment floorspace.
Economic growth is a component of sustainable
development contributing towards the social wellbeing of residents, and also the well-being of the
environment by reducing the need to travel for work.
Appropriate economic growth is therefore supported
by the NPPF.
Policy T3 seeks improvements to cycling
infrastructure within town centres, at other
destinations (i.e. Schools). It also seeks
improvements to the cycling network.
The Transport Modelling Report included a qualitative
assessment of proposals in the Local Transport Plan.
This assessment found that there would be
substantial benefits to the provision of this widening
scheme.
Policy E1 seeks better paying local jobs. This will be
achieved through a variety of means including the
skills base of the local workforce, providing space for
start-up businesses and business development and
by creating improved environments within
employment areas which will attract small businesses
to stay in the area as they grow. Additionally, policy
E8 gives favourable consideration to employment
developments that will create skilled jobs.
The Transport Modelling Report included a qualitative
assessment of proposals in the Local Transport Plan.
This assessment found that there would be some
benefits to the provision of this road scheme.
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and a Flood Risk
Sequential Test have been prepared to inform the
draft New Local Plan. The proposals within the draft
New Local Plan are considered to be consistent with

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Bus Services in
Decline

15

56

Older peoples
accommodation
Needed

13

57

Improve Industrial
Areas

13

57

Object to extension
of Roscommon
Way

13

57

Site H14 Inconsistent with
Council's Rejection
of Planning
Application

13

57

Site H18 - loss of
Green Belt
Significant

12

61

Site H14 - Green
Belt separation
with Basildon

12

61

Improved
bridleways

12

61
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the requirements of the NPPF in relation to flood risk.
The recent decline in bus service provision has been
noted. Policy T4 seeks an improvement in public
transport provision. This is supported by the NPPF
which seeks a modal shift towards more sustainable
forms of transport provision. Additionally, it is
supported by the Essex Local Transport Plan and the
South Essex Chapter of the LEP Economic Growth
Plan.
This is supported by evidence in the Essex Adult
Social Care Market Positioning Statement and the
TGSE SHMA. Policy H2 seeks the provision of
additional nursing home provision in Castle Point.
Meanwhile policy H20 requires 10% of new homes to
be specifically designed to meet the specialist
accommodation needs of older people.
Policy E1 specifically requires the improvement of
public and private land within employment areas in
order to make them more attractive places.
The Transport Modelling Report included a qualitative
assessment of proposals in the Local Transport Plan.
This assessment found that there would be some
benefits to the provision of this road scheme.
The application proposed housing in the current
extent of the Green Belt. The NPPF is very clear that
Green Belt boundaries cannot be altered outside the
plan-making process, and therefore the application
was quite rightly refused. However, this does not
mean that the Council cannot consider this site as
part of the plan making process, and propose it for
development through that process. Such an approach
is consistent with the NPPF.
The Green belt Boundary Review concludes that the
development of site H18 would have an impact on the
strategic function of the Green Belt, by significantly
impacting on the separation of towns in south Essex.
Paragraph 83 of the NPPF states that Green Belt
boundaries may be reviewed in exceptional cases
through the review of a local plan. The
correspondence between the Chief Planning
Inspector and the Planning Minister regarding the
Reigate and Banstead Plan Examination indicated
that consideration should be given to the need to
review Green Belt boundaries in order to meet the
requirement to meet the full objectively assessed
needs for housing in areas where this cannot be met
on non Green Belt sites. As the full objectively
assessed need for housing cannot be accommodated
on non Green Belt sites in Castle Point, a Green Belt
Boundary Review has been undertaken. This
concluded that those sites included in the draft New
Local Plan would not impact on the strategic function
of the Green Belt in Castle Point.
Policy T3 deals with active travel modes. However, it
is recognised that the provision of bridleways is not
addressed as part of this policy. Policy T3 should be
enhanced to require the provision of bridleways in
appropriate locations. (ACTION)

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Housing will
jeopardise jobs

12

61

Site H9 - impact of
congestion around
schools

12

61

Too many luxury
homes being built

12

61

Site E3 - Noise and
pollution

11

67

Existing
Roscommon Way
not supported

11

67

Site H6 - density
too high

11

67

Object to Third
Road - increased
traffic

10

70

Site H5 - Too many

9

71
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The evidence in the Employment and Retail Needs
Assessment and the Greater Essex Demographic
Forecasts shows that housing supply is a constraint
on economic growth due to the ageing population and
a reduction in labour supply. Therefore, it is actually
the failure to provide housing that will jeopardise jobs
as businesses move elsewhere for sufficient labour.
The provision of housing will support the sustainability
of the local economy.
The initial proposal for this site included the provision
of a public car park near the Holy Family Primary
School. However, this was removed from the
subsequent application. As this application was
refused, there is scope to consider whether a public
car park should be provided as part of this site,
requiring an amendment to policy H9. (ACTION)
The TGSE SHMA highlights the need for a range of
homes of different sizes including more smaller
homes. This is reflected in the requirements of policy
H20.
It is recognised that some forms of employment use
may give rise to noise and pollution which may cause
harm to residents living nearby the Manor Trading
Estate. It is important that any new development does
not add to that disturbance which already occurs. The
application of policy NE10 of the draft New Local Plan
should be sufficient to ensure that this issue does not
arise. However, an additional criteria could also be
added to policy E3 on this matter to ensure that it is
fully addressed. (ACTION).
It is noted that there are some issues associated with
the phase 1 extension of Roscommon Way to Haven
Road which have given rise to objections. However,
the purpose of this section of road was to provide
access to employment land to the south of Charfleets.
Additionally, access has been secured into the south
of the existing estate. This infrastructure has therefore
acted to support economic growth objectives.
The proposals for site H6 were based on the planning
application previously submitted for this site. This has
subsequently been refused due to the poor viability of
flatted development on Canvey Island affecting the
ability of the applicants to provide the necessary
affordable housing and infrastructure. A revised
application for a lower number of houses is now being
prepared, which the Council expects to receive
shortly. This will see the capacity of the site reduced,
but the deliverability improved as housing is more
viable. Policy H6 will need to be amended to reflect
this change, which will hopefully be more acceptable
to residents also. (ACTION)
There is the potential for a new road for Canvey
Island to affect traffic flows. Any such proposal will
need modelling at the time it is being brought forward
in order to understand what those impacts would be.
This is not a matter for the local plan at this time
however.
The NPPF at paragraphs 58 and 111 expect the use

Comment
Summary
homes planned

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H5 - Impact on
existing residents potential for
homelessness

9

71

Site H14 - loss of
allotments

8

73

Site H5 - Retain as
holiday park

8

73

Impact on waste
and recycling
capacity

8

73

Site H14 - A130
Access supported

8

73

Site H14 Preferable to sites
in Hadleigh

7

77

Don't need nursing
homes

7

77
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of land for development to be optimised and for
effective use of land to be achieved. The site
identified for housing (H5) is 21.8ha in size.
Recognising that a part of this land is to be
safeguarded for the delivery of Roscommon Way
Phase 2 extension, this site will achieve a
development density of 30 duph. The SHLAA
(October 2011) identifies appropriate design densities
for large sites. 30 duph is consistent with the design
densities identified in this report. It is therefore
considered that the number of homes planned is
appropriate for the size of the site.
It is agreed that there will be a period at which those
living within caravans at Thorney Bay will be made
homeless by the proposal to redevelop the site for
traditional housing. The Council will support those
who meet the local eligibility criteria to find alternative
housing. The evidence set out in the Residential Use
of Mobile Homes Report that Thorney Bay provides
sub-standard living accommodation which has acted
to create a concentration of vulnerable and less well
off people. The redevelopment of Thorney Bay for
traditional housing is therefore essential to the
wellbeing of those individuals currently living there
and the wider community on Canvey Island. It should
be noted that planning has its foundations in the
eradication of poor quality housing.
The proposals for site H14 include the relocation of
the allotments. This is clearly set out in policy H14,
and also shown on the concept diagram at appendix
3. There is therefore no loss of allotment provision.
The Employment and Retail Needs Assessment does
not identify leisure and tourism as a significant
economic driver in Castle Point. Indeed seaside towns
around the coast of England have suffered
significantly in recent years as a consequence of the
decline in holidaying at home. It is therefore
unrealistic to expect the retention of this site in a
business which cannot sustain it.
Essex County Council are the waste planning
authority. They are currently preparing a Waste Local
Plan with the aim of meeting the growth needs of the
local authorities in Essex and Southend.
Support for access to the A130 from site H14 noted.
There are however objections to this proposal, and
therefore additional transport modelling will be
required to enable an evidence basec decision to be
taken (ACTION).
The sites identified within the draft New Local Plan all
have positive and negative attributes. However, the
Sustainability Appraisal and the Housing Options
Topic Paper indicate that these sites are all suitable
development locations, and are all required to meet
the housing requirement.
The Essex Adult Social Care Market Positioning
Statement 2012 and the TGSE SHMA 2013 both
identify a significant requirement for the provision of
accommodation for older people in Castle Point now

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H17 - Nursing
home too close to
busy road

7

77

Site H4 - Impact on
Wildlife

6

80

Legacy project has
destroyed
landscape

6

80

Should not spend
on cycle paths

6

80

Site H15 - impact
on surface water
flood risk

6

80

Site H15 - Gateway
to Benfleet

6

80

Site H13 Increased Traffic

5

85
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and in the future. There is therefore an evidenced
need for additional nursing home provision in Castle
Point.
It is noted that site H17 is close to the junction of
Canvey Road with Northwick Road. There is therefore
the potential for noise to impact on future residents.
The NPPF states that development should not be
permitted where noise impacts with be significant. The
Planning Practice Guidance sets out a methodology
to determine the degree of noise and its potential
impact. It is not considered that the level of noise
experienced by the existing garden centre on this site
is intrusive (as per the methodology in the Planning
Practice Guidance), and therefore it is likely that the
design of a nursing home for this site could avoid
adverse harm arising from noise. However, it would
be appropriate for policy H17 to be amended to
ensure that this matter is effectively addressed by the
design. (ACTION)
Site H4 is identified as a local wildlife site. This has
been taken into account in its designation and the
wording of the associated policy. As a consequence
the overall capacity of the site has been reduced to
ensure areas of habitat value are avoided.
The legacy project is the subject of an extant planning
consent which has been implemented. Objections at
this time cannot prevent the delivery of this project.
A modal shift towards more active forms of transport
is consistent with national planning policy due to the
benefits it offers in terms of both sustainability and
health outcomes. Furthermore, the outcomes of
question 9 of the questionnaire to residents indicates
substantial support for both enhancements to
cycleway and the provision of cycling infrastructure.
The Flood Risk Sequential Test shows that this site is
itself not susceptable to surface water flooding. It is
however located within Criticial Drainage Area CAS1,
and as such has the potential to contribute towards
surface water flooding elsewhere in Benfleet. It is
however possible and viable to provide attenuation
SUDs on this site to manage this. Policy H15 requires
onsite surface water management.
The impact of this proposed development site on the
landscape has been assessed. It is agreed that this
site can be viewed from the area around Benfleet
Water Tower. However, it is clearly surrounded by
existing development. Closer to the site, trees and
built development increasingly obscure the site from
public view limiting its contribution to the visual
character of the wider landscape. It is therefore
considered that the development of this site, with
appropriate landscaping along its eastern boundary
will not impact on the quality of the surrounding
landscape, or indeed the entrance to Benfleet which
already comprises residential development.
The Transport Modelling Report which was prepared
to accompany the Local Plan shows that there will be
transport impacts arising from growth. The draft New

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H13 Increased flood risk

5

85

Site H4 - Loss of
Open Space

5

85

Site H10 - Support
Link Road

5

85

Site H13 Preferable to sites
in Hadleigh

5

85

Policy HC10 - need
a community hall

5

85

Support for
HTCMP Road
layout

5

85

Site H15 - Loss of
Wildlife

5

85

Alternative site Triangle Site

5

85

Site H4 - Loss of

4

94
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Local Plan therefore includes a series of projects to
be delivered over the plan period in order to alleviate
these impacts. These projects include those aimed at
achieving a modal shift towards more sustainable
transport modes. This is consistent with the
requirements of the NPPF.
Site H13 is identified in the Flood Risk Sequential
Test as an area at risk of ground water flooding.
However, it is unlikely that the development of this site
will increase flood risk to others as the South Essex
Surface Water management Plan shows that surface
water flow paths are towards this site rather than
away from it. The site passes the sequential test
provided that sustainable urban drainage techniques
are employed. This is a requirement of policy H13.
Policy H4 is clear that there will be no loss of
designated open space arising from this proposal, and
that additional open space will be provided to support
growth. However, it is recognised that existing open
space is shown within the designation to allow for land
swapping to occur if necessary so that wildlife
conservation objectives can also be achieved. There
are two options in relation to this matter. The existing
designation can be retained to allow for land
swapping. Alternatively, the designation can be
adjusted to specifically identify the existing designated
public open spaces (ACTION).
Support for the proposed link road between Stadium
Way and Daws Heath Road noted. Due to the level of
objection additional transport modelling of this
proposal is need in order to make an evidence based
decision (ACTION)
The sites identified within the draft New Local Plan all
have positive and negative attributes. However, the
Sustainability Appraisal and the Housing Options
Topic Paper indicate that these sites are all suitable
development locations, and are all required to meet
the housing requirement.
There are a significant number of community halls in
the Hadleigh area. There is no evidence to support
the provision of a new hall in this location. Although
the need for improved changing and toilet facilities to
accompany the local sports provision is noted in the
Open Space Appraisal.
Support for the road layout in the Hadleigh Town
Centre Masterplan is noted. However, it is unlikely
that those proposals will be delivered due to a lack of
funding.
Site H15 is a potential Local Wildlife Site. This means
that there is some habitat value at the site. Policy NE8
of the draft New Local Plan would require this value to
be fully compensated. This can be achieved on
adjoining land in the same ownership.
This site will be considered as part of the SHLAA
review. New information has been provided by the
landowners which will be taken into consideration.
(ACTION)
Paragraph 83 of the NPPF states that Green Belt

Comment
Summary
Green Belt

No.
Respondents

Rank

Roads on plan
need to be clearer

4

94

Site H10 - impact
on traffic

4

94

Policy HC10 Support for a
commercial leisure
use

4

94

Impact on
Broadband
capacity

4

94

Improvements to
Somnes Needed

4

94

Site H6 - Road
safety concerns

4

94

Site H8 - use for
community
purposes

4

94

People who need
affordable housing
should move
elsewhere

4

94
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boundaries may be reviewed in exceptional cases
through the review of a local plan. The
correspondence between the Chief Planning
Inspector and the Planning Minister regarding the
Reigate and Banstead Plan Examination indicated
that consideration should be given to the need to
review Green Belt boundaries in order to meet the
requirement to meet the full objectively assessed
needs for housing in areas where this cannot be met
on non Green Belt sites. As the full objectively
assessed need for housing cannot be accommodated
on non Green Belt sites in Castle Point, a Green Belt
Boundary Review has been undertaken. This
concluded that those sites included in the draft New
Local Plan would not impact on the strategic function
of the Green Belt in Castle Point.
The Council cannot change the Ordnance Survey
base map.
The Transport Modelling Report which was prepared
to accompany the Local Plan shows that there will be
transport impacts arising from growth. The draft New
Local Plan therefore includes a series of projects to
be delivered over the plan period in order to alleviate
these impacts. These projects include those aimed at
achieving a modal shift towards more sustainable
transport modes. This is consistent with the
requirements of the NPPF.
Policy HC10 seeks the provision of a commerical
leisure use for the John H Burrows site. It is not
specific as to what this should be. Support for this is
noted.
National and Essex wide mapping of broadband
connectivity and speeds shows that there is good
coverage of high speed broadband provision in Castle
Point. Policy COM3 requires new development
locations on the urban periphery to have access to
fibre to the cabinet services. This will ensure that
there is sufficient capacity for new development within
the broadband infrastructure.
Policy T2 includes the widening of Somnes as a
transport project to be delivered during the plan
period.
Site H6 is currently used as a builders merchants.
This site is therefore regularly serviced by HGVs. The
redevelopment of this site for housing would see the
removal of HGVs in favour of smaller vehicles. This
would bring about an improvement in road safety
compared to the current situation.
There are no known (realistic) proposals within the
public sector organisations operating in Castle Point
for the re-use of this site for community purposes. It
would make ineffective use of land, and use of public
resources, to leave this site vacant and to allow it to
fall into dereliction.
This viewpoint is not consistent with the requirements
of national policy set out in the NPPF, which requires
the full, objectively assessed need for market and
affordable housing to be met within the area. It should

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H15 - steep
site

4

94

Lacks Vision

3

104

Site H18 - loss of
livery

3

104

Site H15 - impact
on traffic

3

104

Site H14 - impact
on property values

3

104

Site H15 - impact
on wildlife

3

104
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be noted that the failure to provide affordable housing
(local rules require someone to have been resident in
the borough for a number of years before they
become eligable for affordable housing) may result in
local residents having to move away. This has
implications for family life, potentially affecting the
well-being of children.
There are significant parts of the Benfleet and
Thundersley area which are sloped and where
residential properties exist. Examples of where homes
are built on sloped land include Vicarage Hill,
Thundersley Park Road, Cumberland Road, Oakfield
Road and Kimberley Road. It is therefore feasible that
homes could be built on this site.
The NPPF states at paragraph 154, that local plans
should be aspirational but realistic. Paragraph 182
establishes the tests of soundness which require
proposals to amongst other things be justified
(evidence based) and effective (deliverable). A plan
which is not based on evidence and is not deliverable
will not be found sound. The proposals in the draft
New Local Plan are based on evidence and are
deliverable. Other proposals, which may be favoured
by residents and may be considered to be more
visionary, are not deliverable and cannot be justified
by evidence. The draft New Local Plan is therefore as
visionary as it can be within the constraints of the
plan-making system.
There will remain 2,517ha of Green Belt. Recreational
activities such as horse-riding are permitted in the
Green Belt. This plan does not therefore prevent such
activities from occurring, and policy GB8 provides
favourable consideration to proposals that will support
outdoor sport and recreation in the Green Belt. It
should be noted that the Council has recently
supported the provision of new livery stables on Great
Burches Road.
The Transport Modelling Report which was prepared
to accompany the Local Plan shows that there will be
transport impacts arising from growth. The draft New
Local Plan therefore includes a series of projects to
be delivered over the plan period in order to alleviate
these impacts. These projects include those aimed at
achieving a modal shift towards more sustainable
transport modes. This is consistent with the
requirements of the NPPF.
It is recognised that some people may lose views from
their property which they currently enjoy, and which
has acted to increase the value of their property.
Those people have no right to a view over another
persons land, and the loss of such a view and its
subsequent impact on property value is not therefore
a material planning consideration. This is a position
that has long been established in planning law and
practice.
The NPPF sets out a clear heirarchy for the protection
of habitats, with those benefiting from international or
national designation receiving the most protection. No

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H15 - loss of
Green Belt

3

104

Site H15 - impact
on privacy

3

104

Benfleet not shown
on OS base map

3

104

Site H9 - impact on
traffic

3

104

Site H18 Inadequate access

2

113
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development is proposed on international or
nationally designated sites. Site H15 is a potential
Local Wildlife Site. This means that there is some
habitat value at the site. Policy NE8 of the draft New
Local Plan would require this value to be fully
compensated. This can be achieved on adjoining land
in the same ownership.
Paragraph 83 of the NPPF states that Green Belt
boundaries may be reviewed in exceptional cases
through the review of a local plan. The
correspondence between the Chief Planning
Inspector and the Planning Minister regarding the
Reigate and Banstead Plan Examination indicated
that consideration should be given to the need to
review Green Belt boundaries in order to meet the
requirement to meet the full objectively assessed
needs for housing in areas where this cannot be met
on non Green Belt sites. As the full objectively
assessed need for housing cannot be accommodated
on non Green Belt sites in Castle Point, a Green Belt
Boundary Review has been undertaken. This
concluded that those sites included in the draft New
Local Plan would not impact on the strategic function
of the Green Belt in Castle Point.
The Council has an adopted set of Residential Design
Standards which amongst other things require
development to ensure the reasonable privacy of
adjoining properties. These will be applied to all
development proposals. Policy H15 specifically
requires compliance with these standards.
The Council cannot change the Ordnance Survey
base map.
The Transport Modelling Report which was prepared
to accompany the Local Plan shows that there will be
transport impacts arising from growth. The draft New
Local Plan therefore includes a series of projects to
be delivered over the plan period in order to alleviate
these impacts. These projects include those aimed at
achieving a modal shift towards more sustainable
transport modes. This is consistent with the
requirements of the NPPF. That being said, there
were some issues with the design of the application
for this site that was being considered at the time of
the consultation. In particular, there were issues with
the permeability of the development which meant that
any car journeys undertaken would have been
unnecessarily long due to the contrived access
arrangements which were concentrated on Bowers
Road. A requirement for design which provides for
permeability within this development would improve
traffic flows around this site. (ACTION)
It is agreed that the existing arrangements for access
to this site are inadequate as roads in the vicinity of
this site are unmade. The existing road network
(Church Road) cannot accommodate the level of
growth proposed in this location without having
adverse impacts on the Tarpots and Woodmans Arms
junctions. To bring forward development in this

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H18 - Loss of
Open Space

2

113

Site H18 - Not a
sustainable
location

2

113

Support for self
build

2

113

No Local Plan

2

113

Policy E2 Replace Charfleets

2

113

Site H4 - Impact on
flood risk
(westwood)

2

113

Site H10 - Road
link to A127

2

113

Site H7 - Loss of
playing field

2

113

Site H10 - Impact
on Wildlife

2

113

No infrastructure
spending on
Canvey Island

2

113
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location it would be necessary to create a new access
off the A130. Essex County Council, the local
Highway Authority, have objected to this proposal as it
would impact on the flow of traffic on the strategic
road network. Additionally, the cost of such a junction
would render the scheme unviable, particularly as it
would need to be delivered before development could
commence.
Policy H18 is clear that any existing open space within
the allocation would need to be retained or replaced,
with additional provision to support population growth.
This matters is therefore addressed.
The Sustainability Appraisal and the Housing Options
Topic Paper support the conclusion that this is not the
most sustainable development location in Castle
Point.
There is nothing within the draft New Local Plan which
prohibits self build developments. However, it should
be recognised that the Council is more able to secure
housing provision and infrastructure provision through
larger development proposals.
To not have a plan in place would result in an
increasing reliance on national policy set out in the
NPPF for planning decisions. Local circumstances are
more difficult to take into account in such a position,
and the Council would be unable to present its case
for a lower housing figure than that arising from the
CLG Household Projections. Additionally, the Council
would be unable to put a CIL in place for the provision
of infrastructure to accompany development. Overall,
it is recommended that a Local Plan is put in place.
Charfleets is a well used employment area with a
vacancy rate of only 1% (national average is 10%).
There is no justification for the redevelopment of this
site.
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and a Flood Risk
Sequential Test have been prepared to inform the
draft New Local Plan. The proposals within the draft
New Local Plan are considered to be consistent with
the requirements of the NPPF in relation to flood risk.
The provision of new junctions onto the strategic
highway network are contrary to national and Essex
highway policies. There would need to be significant
development proposed to justify a departure from this
policy.
The site proposed for housing is not currently in use
as playing field. It has been fenced off, surplus to
requirement, for at least 10 years. There is no loss of
playing field arising from this proposal.
There are no international, national or local wildlife
designations affecting this site. It is however noted
that there are badgers on a part of the site. The draft
proposals set out by the potential developers of this
site have made provision for the preservation of the
badger sets and associated habitat on this site.
This is simply untrue. There has been significant
investment in the recent past including the Health
Centre at the Paddocks, the renewal of Cornelius

Comment
Summary

No.
Respondents

Rank

Site H14 sustainable access

2

113

Site H15 - Land
unstable

2

113

Site H18 - surface
water flood risk

2

113

Use plotlands

2

113

Site H4 - Loss of
village status

1

128

Site H13 Inadequate access

1

128

Site E3 - Will be
empty

1

128

Policy TS1 - Gypsy
Accommodation
Provision not
mentioned

1

128
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Vermuyden and Castle View Schools, the provision of
the new Vocational Centre, the refurbishment of
Waterside Sports Centre, and the extension of
Roscommon Way. Additionally, the draft New Local
Plan includes additional infrastructure provision
including the widening of Somnes Avenue and the
further extension of Roscommon Way. Additional
open space and sports facilities are also proposed by
policies HC2 and HC3.
The Sustainability Appraisal and the Housing Options
Topic Paper support the conclusion that there some
benefits to the development of this site in terms of
sustainability.
There are significant parts of the Benfleet and
Thundersley area which are sloped and where
residential properties exist. Examples of where homes
are built on sloped land include Vicarage Hill,
Thundersley Park Road, Cumberland Road, Oakfield
Road and Kimberley Road. It is therefore feasible that
homes could be built on this site.
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and a Flood Risk
Sequential Test have been prepared to inform the
draft New Local Plan. The proposals within the draft
New Local Plan are considered to be consistent with
the requirements of the NPPF in relation to flood risk.
Areas of former plotland are included within the draft
New local Plan (sites H4, H9 and H18). However,
such development should be undertaken in a
comprehensive, not piecemeal, manner in order to
ensure the provision of infrastructure including
properly made up roads. It should be noted that the
remaining plotlands in Castle Point are located within
the current extent of the Green Belt. Inappropriate
development of plotlands may harm the strategic
function of the Green Belt by reducing the sense of
separation between places.
Thundersley is a suburban area. The area proposed
for development is an area of plotlands which is
entirely surrounded by existing residential and
community development. Whilst Thundersley may
have been a village in the past, it is not a village now,
and has not has this status for a significant period of
time.
Access to this site is via an adopted road. Essex
County Council, as the Highway Authority, have
reviewed this proposal, and consider that this is an
acceptable form of access for a development of up to
200 homes.
There are very low levels of vacancy within the
existing trading estates in Castle Point (1%). This
indicates that there is demand for employment space
provision in the borough. The Employment and Retail
Needs Assessment highlights the scale of this need,
which could be as high as 11,000m2.
Policy TS1 sets out a criteria based approach to
meeting the accommodation needs of Gypsies and
Travellers.
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The sites identified within the draft New Local Plan all
have positive and negative attributes. However, the
Sustainability Appraisal and the Housing Options
Topic Paper indicate that these sites are all suitable
development locations, and are all required to meet
the housing requirement.
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and a Flood Risk
Sequential Test have been prepared to inform the
draft New Local Plan. The proposals within the draft
New Local Plan are considered to be consistent with
the requirements of the NPPF in relation to flood
Objection to the scale of site H10 is noted. However,
the Sustainability Appraisal indicates that this
proposal is of an appropriate size and scale to
achieve sustainability benefits.
Policy NE8 applies a high standard of protection to all
ancient woodland. This would include Westwood. A
specific policy for Westwood is not therefore
necessary.
The proposal is to replace the existing junior school.
There will be no additional school places created as a
result of this proposal. Therefore, there will be no
additional parking requirement created by the school.
Homes provided on this site will meanwhile be
required to meet the requirements of the Essex
Vehicle Parking Standards as set out in policy T8.
Consideration will be given to this location as part of
the SHLAA Review. However, it should be noted that
there is no landowner or developer promoting this site
and therefore it is unlikely to represent a deliverable
proposal.
The information supplied by Anglian Water as part of
their consultation response identifies the presence of
a main drain on this site. Anglian Water have not
objected to the proposal on this basis, but will require
the development of site H14 to avoid this drain,
through an appropriate layout of development.
This is a SSSI. It would be contrary to the NPPF to
pursue development of this site. Therefore, no further
consideration will be given to this proposal.
Consideration will be given to this location as part of
the SHLAA Review. However, it should be noted that
there is no landowner or developer promoting this site
and therefore it is unlikely to represent a deliverable
proposal.

Site H4 Preferable to sites
in Hadleigh

1

128

Site H10 - Impact
on flood risk

1

128

Site H10 - Too big

1

128

Policy NE8 Specific Protection
for Westwood

1

128

Site H7 - Parking
issues associated
with school

1

128

Alternative site Hadleigh Castle
area

1

128

Site H14 - Drains
on site

1

128

Alternative site Thundersley
Common

1

128

Alternative site Vicarage Hill

1

128

1

128

Consideration will be given to this location as part of
the SHLAA Review.

1

128

Support for site H4 noted.

1

128

The scheduled ancient monument sites outside the
proposed development location. This proposal will not
therefore result in the loss of this historic asset.

Alternative site Rear of 231
Benfleet Road
Site H4 - Support
Site H16 Preserve
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

Responses from Other Stakeholders
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Responses on the full version of the draft New Local Plan were made by the
following stakeholders:
Figure 50: Stakeholders responding to the draft New Local Plan

Type of Stakeholder
Statutory Consultees
(non LAs)

Local Authorities

Non-Statutory Interest
Groups

Developers /
Landowners
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Organisation
English Heritage
Natural England
Environment Agency
Anglian Water
Port of London Authority
NHS England
Mobile Operators Association
Canvey Island Town Council
Basildon Borough Council
Brentwood Borough Council
Chelmsford City Council
Rochford District Council
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council
Thurrock Council
Essex County Council
Thurrock Conservatives
RSPB
The Woodland Trust
The Theatres Trust
Sport England
The Home Builders Federation
Essex Wildlife Trust
South Essex Organic Gardeners
Castle Point Constituency Labour Party
Castle Point Bowls Club
Benfleet Community Archive
Canvey Green Belt Campaign (x2)
Residents for a Green and Safe Glebelands and Sadlers
Residents Against Glyders Expansion
Change the Plan . Org
Bryan Haynes (Landowner)
Mary Howe (Landowner)
T Manna (Landowner)
Argent Homes
Aquila Developments
Barratt Homes Eastern Counties
Caneleigh Ltd
Countryside Properties (UK) Ltd
Essex County Council Asset Management
Gladman Developments
Inner London Group
Linden Homes
Martin Dawn Plc

Type of Stakeholder

Big Business

Organisation
Persimmon Homes
Planware Ltd
Redrow Homes (x2)
Strategic Land Group
Calor Gas Ltd
DP World
Oikos
WM Morrisons Supermarket Plc

The full comments received from these stakeholders are available in a separate
report. Consideration should be given to this separate report as it sets out the
comments of all stakeholders and provides recommended changes throughout the
draft New Local Plan. However, the main issues raised by these organisations are
summarised below with recommendations provided to assist with progressing a
sound New Local Plan.

Key Issue 1: Objectively Assessed Need for Housing vs. Capacity
Neighbouring authorities and developers have highlighted the significant difference
between the housing target in the draft New Local Plan and the objectively assessed
need for housing identified in the Housing Growth Topic Paper. There is an
expectation amongst neighbours that we look in more detail at the available sites to
ensure that they are deliverable and that their capacity is maximised. There is
meanwhile an expectation amongst developers that a higher housing target is set out
in the plan.
In response to these comments, the SHLAA will be reviewed in order to ensure that
all reasonable sites are identified and that their capacity to accommodate housing is
fully assessed. Two additional Green Belt sites were identified to the Council, and
representations were made in respect of four Green Belt sites which were not
identified in the draft New Local Plan. The ability of these sites to contribute towards
housing supply has also been assessed within the SHLAA. It is recommended that
the outcomes of the SHLAA Review are considered and used to a) identify the
housing target for Castle Point, recognising that the Council should be seeking to
deliver its objectively assessed need for housing; b) identify any suitable additional
strategic housing sites for inclusion in the draft New Local Plan.

Key Issue 2: Objectively Assessed Need for Housing and the Duty
to Cooperate
It is known that despite additional work to review the SHLAA, that the draft New
Local Plan will not be able to deliver sufficient housing land to meet the borough’s
objectively assessed housing need. Both neighbouring authorities and developers
have therefore indicated the need for the Council to engage with neighbouring areas
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through the Duty to Cooperate in order to seek to determine how unmet need can be
addressed.
Work is already underway on this matter. A report was presented to the Thames
Gateway South Essex Planning and Transport Board, seeking permission to
commence work on a Memorandum of Cooperation between the constituent
boroughs. Additionally, a workshop is being planned for relevant Members from
across the boroughs to discuss the Duty to Cooperate and Objectively Assessed
Development Needs in particular. Officers have been undertaking technical work on
the Memorandum. It is recommended that this work continues and Castle Point
participates actively in seeking to reach an agreement on strategic matters, including
housing distribution, with its neighbours.

Key Issue 3: Site H4 – Land off Kiln Road
Representations from neighbouring authorities and landowners/developers were
made with regard to the sense in safeguarding land for development beyond 2031
when the Council is unable to identify sufficient supply to meet the Objectively
Assessed Need for housing during the plan period. The landowners/developers
provided information with regard to the deliverability of land to the north-east of this
site (the safeguarded area). It was also noted that the evidence in the Green Belt
Boundary Review clearly shows that this site has a limited Green Belt function
currently. The area identified for safeguarding in the draft New Local Plan would
have no Green Belt function at all, being entirely surrounded by residential and nonGreen Belt land.
The evidence clearly shows that land in this location is developable, and does not
fulfil a Green Belt function. It is not therefore appropriate to safeguard this land given
the objectively assessed need for housing in the borough. It is recommended that
policy H4 is amended so that the north-eastern section is included for development
within the plan period.

Key Issue 4: Site H10 – Land East of Rayleigh Road
The County Highway Authority has identified the need for capacity improvements on
the A129 Rayleigh Road. They have reviewed proposals prepared by the potential
developer for the site for a link road through Site H10, between Stadium Way and
Daws Heath Road. They have indicated that the proposed link road would
substantially improve traffic conditions, including existing issues, at the Woodmans
Arms and Stadium Way junctions. As a result they would expect this link road to be
included within the draft New Local Plan at policies T2 and H10.
Given the available evidence, and the clear support for this project by the County
Highways Authority, it is recommended that the proposed link road is included as a
project within the draft New Local Plan and referenced in policies T2 and H10. It is
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further recommended that this link road is delivered during the early phases of
development on site H10 given the existing congestion issues on the A129.

Key Issue 5: Site H18 – North West Thundersley
The County Highway Authority has raised an objection to the inclusion of site H18 in
the draft New Local Plan. They have highlighted evidence which indicates that this
site is not sustainably located in order to access services such as school and GP
provision. They have also raised an objection in relation to highways access. They
have highlighted evidence in the Transport Assessment which highlights the A127
and A13 as key routes within the strategic highway network that are already highly
utilised. They also highlighted evidence in the Whole Plan Viability Assessment
which indicates that development in this location is not deliverable due to the costs
associated with a new junction / junction alterations.
It is therefore proposed that site H18 is removed from the New Local Plan. It is
recognised that there is support for residents for this proposal. However, as the site
is not deliverable for those reasons listed above, and also as a result of
landownership issues, it is not considered to represent a viable alternative to those
other development sites closer to the existing urban area that residents oppose.
Furthermore, given that the New Local Plan substantially under-provides against the
Objectively Assessed Need for housing, if H18 were deliverable, it would need to be
identified for housing alongside those other development sites rather than as an
alternative.

Key Issue 6: Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
Neighbouring authorities have indicated a concern with regard to the provision made
within the draft New Local Plan for Gypsy and Traveller Sites. In particular, Basildon
and Thurrock have indicated that they may experience difficulties in meeting their
needs for such accommodation (which in both cases is significant), and seek for
Castle Point to accommodate its own growth, and perhaps some additional units.
They make it clear that the provision of Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation is a
strategic matter that should be considered as part of the Duty to Cooperate.
The emerging Essex Wide Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment
indicates a requirement for 5 additional authorised pitches for Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation in Castle Point. Basildon meanwhile has a requirement for 240
pitches and Thurrock 104 pitches. With the exception of the undecided appeal for
Janda Fields, there are no known sites proposed for the accommodation of Gypsy
and Traveller pitches in Castle Point. The Council could go about seeking to identify
such sites, however, given the limited local requirement this would appear an
excessive action, and would substantially delay progress with the New Local Plan.
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An alternative option, recommended to the Council, is to establish a criteria-based
policy which directs Gypsies and Travellers towards a suitable land on the edge of
the existing urban area of the borough. If such a course of action is taken, it is
recommended that criterion are included which limit the number of pitches on any
one site, and prevent sites being delivered in close proximity to one another.
Landscaping and waste management would also be important requirements. This
approach would be a positive way of dealing with the Council’s own requirements,
and potentially also accommodate a small amount of the requirement for Basildon
and/or Thurrock.
It should be noted that Gypsies and Travellers are identified as minority ethnic
groups. Ethnicity is a protected characteristic under the Equality Act. The Council
must therefore consider the specific accommodation needs of Gypsies and
Travellers alongside the accommodation needs of other groups, and seek to make
appropriate provision through the local plan. An explicit failure to do so would put the
Council at risk of legal challenge.

Key Issue 7: Livery and Horse-riding Provision
Several local people have identified the loss of livery provision in Castle Point as a
potential impact of the proposals in the draft New Local Plan. However discussions
with landowners have indicated that livery provision is not a profitable industry.
Indeed there were reports that during the period of economic downturn there has
been an increased occurrence of unpaid bills for livery. It is not therefore certain that
should sites be removed from the housing supply on this basis that they would
continue to provide livery in any event.
Horse-riding is a recreational use, which is appropriate to the Green Belt.
Furthermore, the NPPF permits development in the Green Belt which supports
recreational uses. This could reasonably be interpreted to include livery stables. As
2,517ha of the Green Belt is intended to be retained, it is considered that there is
sufficient opportunity to accommodate horse-riding and livery within the remainder of
the borough’s Green Belt. Livery stables can however be bulky in size, which can
bring them into conflict with the aim of retaining the openness of the Green Belt. The
Council may therefore wish to consider whether it is appropriate to include a specific
policy on Livery stables. The application of criteria which encourages the use of
previously developed land and ensures the provision of landscaping and screening
would limit the impacts of development on the openness of the Green Belt.

Key Issue 8: The Open Space requirement set out in policy HC3
Policy HC3 of the draft New Local Plan required the provision of 200m2 of high
quality open space per home on development sites of 3ha or greater. A developer
indicated that this was significantly in excess of the Fields in Trust standard for open
space provision and would have an impact on the viability of development schemes
affecting their ability to deliver other infrastructure and affordable housing.
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A review of open space provision standards has been undertaken. In order to off-set
the impacts of development on recreational pressures in the Benfleet and Southend
Marshes SPA, there is a need for 32ha of open space provision. The Fields in Trust
standard would result in just 9.6ha of open space provision. However, a provision
standard of 80m2 per home, would deliver the required 32ha off-setting the impacts
of development on the Benfleet and Southend Marshes SPA. It is therefore proposed
that the open space requirement for development sites set out in policy HC3 is
amended to 80m2 per home, addressing the need for open space whilst maintaining
site viability.

Key Issue 9: The Natural Environment Policies and the Greater
Thames Marshes Nature Improvement Area
The Greater Thames Marshes Nature Improvement Area covers a significant swathe
of the southern part of Castle Point. Within this area, the Nature Improvement
Partnership is seeking to pursue opportunities to increase the provision of habitats
for priority species and to improve public access to the natural environment. Essex
County Council, as a member of the Nature Improvement Partnership, sought for a
specific policy on the Nature Improvement area to be included within the New Local
Plan.
Given that the Nature Improvement Area covers such a significant extent of the
borough’s area, it was determined that a more appropriate course of action would be
to amend policy NE1: Green Infrastructure and the undeveloped Coast to integrate
the aims, objectives and targets of the Nature Improvement Area within the overall
strategy for green infrastructure provision. In addition to this, additional amendments
are also proposed to policies NE3: Hadleigh Castle and Marshes Historic Natural
Landscape, NE4: Canvey marshes Historic Natural Landscape and NE5: The Green
Lung, given the location of these designated areas within the Nature Improvement
Area.
Finally, the Nature Improvement Area Partnership has prepared practical guidance
on the application of its aims, objectives and targets in a planning context. It is
recommended that the supporting text to policy NE8: Determining Applications
affecting Ecologically Sensitive and Designated Sites is amended to encourage
reference to this guidance.

Key Issue 10: Policy CC6: Fluvial and Surface Water Management
As currently draft policy CC6 requires surface water management in those locations
identifies as Critical Drainage Areas in the South Essex Surface Water Management
Plan. The Environment Agency have however indicated that as the extent of the
Critical Drainage Areas is so significant, it may be appropriate to extend the surface
water management requirements of policy CC6 to the entire borough. This is an
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appropriate course of action consistent with the NPPF, and it is therefore
recommended that policy CC6 is amended as suggested.

Key Issue 11: The Employment Target set out in Policy E1:
Economic Strategy
Basildon Borough Council queried the use of the East of England Forecasting Model
output for setting the employment target within the Economic Strategy. Experian
modelling has shown considerable consistency in its economic forecasting for Castle
Point in the period to 2031, indicating growth of the order of 3,000 – 3,500 jobs,
compared to the East of England Forecasting Model which fluctuates between runs
and has indicated a lower level of growth in the region of 2,800 jobs.
A review of the capacity of Castle Point to accommodate employment growth
indicates that there is sufficient land designated for employment purposes to provide
for 3,000 – 3,500 jobs. The supply of land is sufficient for there to be flexibility in the
types of jobs provided i.e. office based, industrial or warehousing. To this end, it is
proposed that the more consistent Experian Model output is used to identify likely job
growth in Castle Point, and that policy E1 is amended to seek the provision of at
least 3,000 jobs. According to the Employment Land Review this will require the
provision of between 11,500m2 and 29,000m2 of employment floorspace. Policy E1
should be amended to reflect this requirement also.

Key Issue 12: The Extension of Manor Trading Estate
The Employment and Retail Needs Assessment indicated a need for a 4 – 5ha site
in the Benfleet area for the provision of employment premises. The only site that has
been promoted for such purposes is land to the east of Manor Trading Estate.
However, a potential developer for that site is now querying the employment
allocation wishing to promote a residential allocation instead. In doing so, this
consultee identifies the fact that the draft New Local Plan over allocates employment
land for the amount of growth required – 19ha compared to a potential requirement
for 5.7ha. However, the other sites – 15ha in total - are located on Canvey Island
and do not therefore respond to the need identified in the Employment Needs
Assessment for a site in the Benfleet area.
Given that there is a surplus of land for the provision of employment, Members are
asked to consider which of the two following options they would wish to pursue:
Option 1: Maintain the extension of Manor Trading Estate as an employment land
allocation. This is consistent with the evidence of need in the Employment and Retail
Needs Assessment. It may not however be a deliverable option, as the potential
developer for the site is not seeking to pursue commercial development. It should be
noted that the Whole Plan Viability Assessment indicates that commercial
development is not viable in Castle Point, and is therefore only likely to be pursued
where there is an identified end-user.
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Option 2: Remove the extension of Manor Trading Estate as an employment land
allocation from the New Local Plan. Whilst this is not consistent with the advice in the
Employment and Retail Needs Assessment, it would still provide a more than
sufficient supply of land to accommodate employment growth. Representations have
been received in relation to the Land South of Charfleets Industrial Estate indicating
that the landowner is seeking to pursue commercial development in that location in
the near future.
With regard to Option 2, the removal of the employment land allocation does not
automatically mean that the land should be allocated for residential purposes.
Regard should be had to the outcomes of the SHLAA in relation to that site.
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Responses on Supporting Documents
The following table summarises the responses received in relation to the supporting
documents to the New Local Plan. A schedule of the full responses to these
documents is available to view separately.
Figure 51: Responses on Supporting Documents
Document
Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment of the
Draft New Local Plan (Policies)
Sustainability Appraisal of Site Options for the New Local Plan
Habitat Regulation Assessment of the Draft New Local Plan
Equality Impact Assessment of the Draft New Local Plan
Whole Plan Viability Assessment of the Draft New Local Plan

No. Responses
4
0
3
0
5

Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment
Comments on the Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SA/SEA) of the Draft New Local Plan were received from one local resident, from
Essex County Council, from Natural England and from the Theatres Trust.
Overall, the comments were supportive of the SA/SEA and its conclusions. However,
it has been recommended that the final report integrates the conclusions of the
Sustainability Appraisal of Site Options in order to ensure full compliance with the EU
Directive and associated regulations. Additionally, cross referencing to the Habitat
Regulations Assessment is also recommended. These are relatively simple
amendments that can reasonably be included in the final SA/SEA Report.
The Theatre Trust meanwhile has highlighted the role that cultural facilities have on
health and the wellbeing of communities. They would like to see the benefits of such
facilities reflected in the assessment of policy HC11. Again, this can be considered
as part of the final SA/SEA Report.
Concerns were however expressed by Essex County Council that the findings of the
Sustainability Appraisal had not been taken into account in the selection and
quantum of development of some sites. This has implications for the soundness of
the New Local Plan.

Habitat Regulation Assessment
Comments on the Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA) of the Draft New Local
Plan were received from one resident, from Natural England and from the RSPB.
Natural England was satisfied with the methodology employed in the HRA, and was
satisfied that the conclusion reach was reasonable. They noted that there is the
potential for adverse impacts to European Sites, and that the Council would need to
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work with its neighbours and Natural England to address cross boundary issues
such as waste water treatment and recreational impacts.
The RSPB were however concerned that the proposed route for a new road for
Canvey Island would pass across the Holehaven Creek SSSI. They have proposed
that this site should be a Special Protection Area (SPA), and therefore the HRA
should include an assessment of the impact of proposals in the draft New Local Plan
on this site also. It will therefore be necessary to amend the HRA in this regard. This
may result in evidence to indicate that the route for a new road for Canvey Island
may have an adverse impact on a potential SPA.

Whole Plan Viability Assessment
Comments on the Whole Plan Viability Assessment (WPVA) were received from two
residents, from W M Morrisons Supermarkets and from the Home Builders
Federation.
The principle concern of the supermarket was the high charge proposed for
supermarkets in the preliminary draft charging schedule for the CIL. Meanwhile, the
Home Builders Federation seeks to ensure that any costs associated with the
Residential Design Guidance SPD are fully included in calculations of viability for
housing. These comments have been passed to the Council’s viability consultants
for consideration.
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Appendix 1: Press Advert
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Appendix 2: Leaflet & Questionnaire
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Appendix 3: Initial Press Release
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Appendix 4: Extract from Sheltered Housing
Newsletter
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Appendix 5: Viewpoint Article
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Appendix 6: Consultee List
Environment Agency
English Heritage
National Air Traffic Services
EDF Energy
Mobile Operators Association
British Pipeline Agency
Department for Culture, Media and Sport
Essex County Schools Planning Service
Southend Hospital NHS Trust
Port of London Authority
National Grid Gas
Health and Safety Executive
Natural England
Canvey Island Town Council
Anglian Water
The Coal Authority
Department for Transport
Rayleigh Town Council
Medway Council
Kent County Council
Homes and Communities Agency
Thames Gateway South Essex Partnership
Essex Police
NHS England
Castle Point and Rochford CCG
Greater London Authority
Basildon District Council
Rochford District Council
Thurrock Borough Council
Essex County Council
Southend on Sea Borough Council
Rochford District Council
Essex County Council
Chelmsford City Council
Maldon District Council
Brentwood Borough Council
Tendring District Council
London Borough of Havering
London Borough of Barking and Dagenham
Cornelius Vermuyden School
Canvey Green Belt Campaign
Sustrans
Hands Off Our Green Belt
Canvey Green Belt Campaign
RSPB
National Federation of Gypsy Liaison Groups
Residents for a Green and Safe Glebelands & Sadlers
Greeves Rider Association
Southern Ecological Solutions
Planware Ltd
Alan Wipperman & Co
David Dedman FRICS
White Young Green
Fairview New Homes PLC
HLL Humberts Leisure Consulting
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Castle Point BC – Environmental Health
Home Builders Federation
Friends of the Earth
UK Rainwater Harvesting Association
Age Concern (Essex)
British Wind Energy Association
C2C Property Management
Shelter
Canvey Island Youth Project
Canvey Residents Action Group
Canvey Residents Association
Castle Point & Rochford Adult Education
Castle Point Council Tenants Association
CAVS
Citizens Advice Bureau
Essex Badger Protection Group
Hadleigh Youth Centre
Legacy
New Thundersley Residents Association
Ramblers Association
St Nicholas Church
Salvation Army Training Centre
The Theatres Trust
BATIC
Fairfax Trust
Institute of Civil Engineers
Sport England
Castle Point BC - Green Scene Services
Buglife - The Invertebrate Conservation Trust
Solby Estate Residents' Committee
CABE
Essex Wildlife Trust
The National Trust
Canvey Library
Canvey Fire Station
CISCA House
Hadleigh Park Lawn Tennis Club
Castle Point Constituency Labour Party
Castle View School
Federation of Small Business
Traveller Law Reform Projection
FFT Planning
Political Developments Ltd
The Essex Society for Archaeology and History
Campaign for Real Ale
The Woodland Trust
SE Essex Organic Gardeners
Countryside Properties (UK) Ltd
Leith Planning
Planning Perspectives
Bidwells
Iceni Projects Limited
Barton Willmore
Thameside Metropolitan Borough Council
Belway Homes

Countryside Residential (Southern) Ltd
Barratt Homes (Eastern Counties) Ltd
Thorney Bay Park
Salvation Army
Manor Regeneration and Development Co Ltd
Linden Homes
Fox Land and Property Limited
Bidwells
Royal Mail
Lidl Food Stores
The JTS Partnership
Mayfair Investments
National Grid
WM Morrisons Supermarket Plc
A9 Architecture
Barker Associates
Buckley Smith and Partners
Whirledge and Nott
Bion Technologies Ltd
Argent Developers Ltd
Dalton Warner Davis
Bovis Homes
Collins and Coward Ltd
Strutt and Parker
Phase 2 Planning
B3 Architects
Brian Davison Associates
Countryside Estates
Mr Sam Milne
Mr David Grew
Mrs Irene Thomas
Ms Valerie Burgess
Mrs Barber
Mr Stephen Ellis
Mr Robin Draper
Mr Bruce Paterson
Simon Thomas
Mr Roy Murray
Mr J D Armitage
Mr Jeremy Young
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Tesco Stores Ltd
Argent Homes Limited
Tesco Stores Ltd
Bradstrong Limited
Robert Leonard Group
Old Road Securities PLC
Inner London Group
Maddocks Lusher & Matthews
Sainsburys Supermarkets Ltd
Andrew Martin Associates
Persimmon Homes
Goldencircle Ltd
G and K Groundworks
Redrow Homes
Huggins Bromage Ferguson
GB Spencer (Plans) Ltd
DK Building Designs Ltd
Bernard Gooding Associates
3rd Dimension Architects
The RPG Partnership
DSB Property Designs Ltd.
Design Associates
Townsend Bowen Ltd
Pegasus Group
SK Architects
Alliance Planning
Architectural Properties (UK) Ltd
Jetbury Investments Ltd
Laura Ross
Cliff Burry
Brian Davison
Alf Coot
Bob Scott
Trudie Mills
Rob Parish
Mr D.R. Hill
Mr Keith Wilson
Mr Simon Strotton
Mr & Mrs D W Jones

Appendix 7: Letters and Emails
Letter to Developers
Dear xxxxx,
RE: Workshop and Consultation on draft Planning Documents
I am writing to advise you that Castle Point Borough Council has published for
consultation the following draft planning documents:
•
•
•
•

Castle Point Draft New Local Plan
Castle Point Community Infrastructure Levy Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule
Castle Point Draft Revised Statement of Community Involvement
Castle Point Draft Revised Developer Contributions Guidance SPD

I would like to invite you to a Workshop for Developers and Landowners at the
Castle Point Council Offices at 9:30am on 11th February 2014 to find out more about
the proposals set out in these documents, with a particular focus on issues of
development viability. The Council’s consultants for viability, Peter Brett Associates,
will be assisting with the workshop and will be available to discuss the Whole Plan
Viability Assessment that accompanies the proposals.
If you would like to attend this workshop please email your name and contact details
to planningpolicy@castlepoint.gov.uk by Friday 7th February 2014.
In the meantime, I would invite you to view these documents online at:
www.castlepoint.gov.uk .
You are invited to make representations on these documents. You may do this
online at http://castlepoint.limehouse.co.uk/planning from Friday 24th January 2014.
Alternatively, you may email representations to planningpolicy@castlepoint.gov.uk .
If making representations by email please specify the document, chapter, paragraph
and/or policy to which you are referring.
Representations on these documents should be received by Castle Point Borough
Council no later than 23:59 on Friday 21st March 2014.
If you have any queries in relation to this letter please do not hesitate to contact me
using the details provided at the top of this letter. Otherwise I look forward to meeting
you at the workshop on the 11th February and/or receiving your written comments on
the documents.
Yours faithfully,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Letter to Service Providers
Dear xxxxx,
RE: Consultation on draft Planning Documents
I am writing to advise you that Castle Point Borough Council has published for
consultation the following draft planning documents:
•
•
•
•

Castle Point Draft New Local Plan
Castle Point Community Infrastructure Levy Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule
Castle Point Draft Revised Statement of Community Involvement
Castle Point Draft Revised Developer Contributions Guidance SPD

I would draw to your attention to the proposals in the Draft New Local Plan which
seek to deliver at least 4,000 new homes and 2,100 new jobs during the period 2011
to 2031.
Approximately, 1,450 homes are proposed for Canvey Island with 2,550 homes
proposed for the Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley areas. In order to
accommodate this level of growth it has been necessary to identify sites within the
current extent of the Green Belt to accommodate approximately 2,000 homes and
5ha of employment provision.
The Community Infrastructure Levy Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule meanwhile
identifies potential charges for several different types of new development including
residential development and some types of retail development.
As a key service provider within Castle Point, you views on the proposals set out in
the draft New Local Plan, and any impacts they may have on your service would be
most welcomed. Additionally, we would be interested to learn of any infrastructure
requirements that you may have for Castle Point which may be delivered through the
plan or through the use of Community Infrastructure Levy receipts.
If you would like to meet to discuss the particular needs and/or concerns of your
service please contact Amanda Raffaelli in order to arrange a date for a meeting.
Contact details are provided at the top of this letter. We would be most pleased to
meet with you to ensure that the needs of your service are fully integrated into the
draft New Local Plan and associated documents.
In the meantime, I would invite you to view the draft planning documents online at:
http://castlepoint.limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning .
You are invited to make representations on these documents. You may do this
online using the above weblink, or by email to planningpolicy@castlepoint.gov.uk. If
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making representations by email please specify the chapter, paragraph and/or policy
to which you are referring.
Representations on these documents should be received by Castle Point Borough
Council no later than 23:59 on Friday 21st March 2014.
If you have any queries in relation to this letter please do not hesitate to contact me
using the details provided at the top of this letter. Otherwise I look forward to meeting
you and/or receiving your written comments on the documents.
Yours faithfully,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Letter to Local Authorities
Dear xxxxxx,
RE: Workshop and Consultation on draft Planning Documents
I am writing to advise you that Castle Point Borough Council has published for
consultation the following draft planning documents:
•
•
•
•

Castle Point Draft New Local Plan
Castle Point Community Infrastructure Levy Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule
Castle Point Draft Revised Statement of Community Involvement
Castle Point Draft Revised Developer Contributions Guidance SPD

I would draw to your attention to the proposals in the Draft New Local Plan which
seek to deliver at least 4,000 new homes and 2,100 new jobs during the period 2011
to 2031. In order to accommodate this level of growth it has been necessary to
identify sites within the current extent of the Green Belt to accommodate
approximately 2,000 homes and 5ha of employment provision.
Having regard to the CLG Household Projections and evidence produced for the
Council by Edge Analytics and Turley Associates, it is considered that the level of
housing growth proposed in the Draft New Local Plan is potentially less than that
required to meet the objectively assessed need for housing in Castle Point. The
borough experiences significant capacity constraints which have prevented the
Council from putting together a realistic and sound plan with higher levels of growth.
In order to explain in further detail the Council’s position in relation to housing land
supply issues, and any other matters that may give rise for concern within the Draft
New Local Plan or associated documents, I would like to invite you to a workshop at
the Castle Point Council Offices at 9:30am on Wednesday 12th February 2014. I
would anticipate that this workshop will form an initial stage in the Council’s work to
fulfil the requirements of the Duty to Cooperate, and therefore your attendance would
be most gratefully appreciated. Please email araffaelli@castlepoint.gov.uk to confirm
your attendance.
In the meantime, I would invite you to view the draft planning documents online at:
www.castlepoint.gov.uk .
You are invited to make representations on these documents. You may do this
online using the following weblink from the 24th January 2014:
http://castlepoint.limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning
Alternatively, you may make representations by email to
planningpolicy@castlepoint.gov.uk. If making representations by email please
specify the document, chapter, paragraph and/or policy to which you are referring.
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Representations on these documents should be received by Castle Point Borough
Council no later than 23:59 on Friday 21st March 2014.
If you have any queries in relation to this letter please do not hesitate to contact me
using the details provided below. Otherwise I look forward to meeting you on the 12th
February and/or receiving your written comments on the consultation documents.
Yours faithfully,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Letter to all other Statutory Consultees and Non-Statutory Interest
Groups
Dear xxxxxxxx,
RE: Consultation on draft Planning Documents
I am writing to advise you that Castle Point Borough Council has published for
consultation the following draft planning documents:
•
•
•
•

Castle Point Draft New Local Plan
Castle Point Community Infrastructure Levy Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule
Castle Point Draft Revised Statement of Community Involvement
Castle Point Draft Revised Developer Contributions Guidance SPD

I would draw to your attention to the proposals in the Draft New Local Plan which
seek to deliver at least 4,000 new homes and 2,100 new jobs during the period 2011
to 2031.
Approximately, 1,450 homes are proposed for Canvey Island, with 2,550 homes
proposed for the Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley areas. In order to
accommodate this level of growth it has been necessary to identify sites within the
current extent of the Green Belt to accommodate approximately 2,000 homes and
5ha of employment provision.
The Community Infrastructure Levy Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule meanwhile
identifies potential charges for several different types of new development including
residential development and some types of retail development.
The revised Developer Contributions Guidance has been prepared to respond to
changes in legislation and build on lessons learnt regarding S106 Agreement in
recent years. There are sections on the provision of affordable housing, on the
provision of open spaces and on wildlife management amongst other things.
I would invite you to view these draft planning documents online at:
www.castlepoint.gov.uk
You are invited to make representations on these documents. You may do this
online via the following weblink from the 24th January 2014:
http://castlepoint.limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning
Alternatively, you may submit representations by email to
planningpolicy@castlepoint.gov.uk. If making representations by email please
specify the document, chapter, paragraph and/or policy to which you are referring.
Representations on these documents should be received by Castle Point Borough
Council no later than 23:59 on Friday 21st March 2014.
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If you would like to meet to discuss any particular concerns regarding the draft
policies and proposals set out in these documents, please do not hesitate to contact
me in order to arrange a date for a meeting. My contact details are provided below.
We would be most pleased to meet with you to ensure that the concerns of your
organisation are fully integrated into the draft New Local Plan and associated
documents.
If you have any queries in relation to this letter please do not hesitate to contact me
using the details provided at the bottom of this letter. Otherwise I look forward to
meeting you and/or receiving your written comments on the documents.
Yours faithfully,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Appendix 8: Note of Developers Workshop
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Castle Point Draft New Local Plan
Workshop for Developers and Landowners
11th February 2014
Note of Meeting
Attendance List
Mr Jones
Mrs Jones
Trudy
Jerome Smith
Sean Marten
Steven Kearney
Russell Barnes
Cliff Burry
Carl Brampton
Ivor Beamon
Lewis Brown
Nicky Parsons
Sarah Kirk
John Armitage
Nigel Pyle
James Finn
George Fenttiman
Simon Mellish
Steve Rogers
Amanda Raffaelli
Mike Bodkin
Stuart Cook

Private Landowner
Private Landowner
Trudys Architectural Consultants
Buckley Smith and Partners
Barratt Homes Eastern Counties
SK Architects
SK Architects
ABD Design and Build
ABD Design and Build
Gladman Developments Ltd
Croudace Homes
Pegasus Planning for Persimmon Homes
Persimmon Homes
Private Landowner
Countryside Estates
Barton Wilmore
Inner London Group
Inner London Group
Castle Point Borough Council
Castle Point Borough Council
Peter Brett Associates
Peter Brett Associates

Presentation on the Draft New Local Plan
Steve Rogers gave the presentation attached as appendix 1. This presentation
explained the proposals set out in the draft New Local Plan. It explained the role
evidence had played in the preparation of the plan. It also emphasised the
importance that evidence will play in progressing the draft New Local Plan to
submission. It was made clear that representations from developers and others
would need to provide evidence if amendments to the plan were sought.
Evidence from those promoting sites is also sought in terms of the suitability and
deliverability/developability of those sites.
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In addition to the draft New Local Plan, the Council is also consulting on draft
Revised Developer Contributions Guidance and a Community Infrastructure Levy
Charging Schedule. A brief outline of the proposals set out in the Revised Developer
Contributions Guidance was provided.
Question Session
Nicky Parsons asked about the timescales for the implementation of
masterplanning working parties for strategic development sites.
Steve Rogers explained that the Council had resolved to develop masterplans for
each of the strategic sites identified in the draft New Local Plan. It is the intention of
the Cabinet to ensure local Members can influence development in their areas.
Masterplanning working parties will comprise of the Cabinet Member for xxxx and
ward Members.
Steve Rogers further conjectured that the working parties would also involve
developers, landowners and other statutory consultees as appropriate such as the
EA or Highways Authority.
He believed that they would be swift task and finish groups with no decision making
powers. Recommendations would be passed back to the Cabinet in order for
decisions to be taken.
He concluded by noting that members were awaiting the outcome of the consultation
before proceeding to firm up the procedures for masterplanning working parties.
Ivor Beamon indicated concern that inefficient use of land was being made in
respect of some sites and that this would result in additional Green Belt releases.
Steve Rogers recognised the need to make the best use of land. However, he also
stated the need for new development to respect its location through high quality
design and through the provision of open space and landscaping that reduced the
impacts of development on the existing residential areas, and also on the natural
environment and function of the Green Belt.
He made it clear that un-justified reductions to the capacity of sites were not
appropriate. It had been made clear in the report to the Council on the draft New
Local Plan that where this had occurred it was likely to result in issues of soundness.
John Armitage asked why there were no timescales for site delivery within the draft
New Local Plan.
Steve Rogers explained that timescales for delivery were established through the
SHLAA. This relies on information and intelligence from developers and landowners,
as well as information from other agencies such as the highways authority. To take
into account this information and intelligence, the SHLAA is updated annually.
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Presentation of the CIL and the Whole Plan Viability Assessment
This presentation is attached at appendix 2. Mike Bodkin commenced the
presentation by explaining the principles of the Community Infrastructure Levy and
the main rules and regulations around its operation.
He also explained the relationship between policy requirements such as Affordable
Housing, the Code for Sustainable Homes etc and the potential impact these would
have for the viability of development and CIL.
Stuart Cook then explained the assumptions that went into the viability modelling and
the implications these had for modelling appropriate CIL and affordable housing
requirements for the borough. In order to test the assumptions a series of
development types appropriate to Castle Point were considered. For residential
development purposes a low value area (Canvey Island) and a high value area
(Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley) were tested separately. For Canvey Island,
additional costs were introduced to development to address the requirement for flood
resistant and resilient design.
Throughout the presentation both Mike and Stuart made it clear that the CIL overage
identified through the modelling was not taken as the CIL figure. In each case a
lower value point was identified as the appropriate CIL rate, leaving an appropriate
buffer to accommodate shifts in costs and values over time. This will ensure that the
bulk of development will be viable once CIL and policy requirements have been
included.
Question Session
Ivor Beamon suggested that policies affecting the development coverage of a site
may affect viability.
Stuart Cook indicated that a development density of 30 duph had been applied.
Ivor Beamon indicated concerns about the lower values identified in some parts of
Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley.
Mike Bodkin explained that through the use of the lower value point to set the CIL
rate for residential development, the bulk of development would remain viable within
the Benfleet, Hadleigh and Thundersley area despite these variations.
Jerome Smith asked what % of development would be made unviable by the
introduction of the CIL rates proposed.
Stuart Cook explained that for those types of development where a CIL charge is
proposed viability modelling indicated that all generic development types would be
viable. This does not however prevent the individual circumstances of a particular
site from rendering it unviable.
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Steve Rogers indicated that the Council was satisfied that the generic types of
development tested through the viability assessment reflected the nature of likely
development proposals within Castle Point, and therefore he was satisfied that the
results of the viability assessment indicated that the bulk of development would be
viable.
Mike Bodkin indicated that the results of the assessment lead him to believe that
less than 10% of development would be rendered unviable by the introduction of the
CIL charges proposed. He indicated that an inspector would be concerned if more
than 15% was rendered unviable.
Ivor Beamon said that if the CIL excludes highways then it will not be delivering the
infrastructure required by the community, especially as the bulk of the infrastructure
requirements in the draft New Local Plan relate to highways infrastructure.
Mike Bodkin explained that CIL could be used to fund any infrastructure projects
identified on the CIL Reg 123 Schedule. This includes highways projects. CIL will not
however raise sufficient funds to pay for everything. Typically, across the country,
CIL is expected to fund around 15% of the infrastructure needs of local areas.
Ivor Beamon expressed concern that the draft New Local Plan was not deliverable
as only 15% of each project would be paid for.
Mike Bodkin explained that the Council will need to liaise with the County Highways
Authority and the South East LEP, as well as other funding agencies, to identify
funding options for each of its infrastructure projects. It will then need to draw up its
CIL Reg 123 Schedule, identifying those specific projects that will be funded by CIL
as opposed to other funding mechanisms.
Steve Rogers explained that the Council was already working to secure funding for
infrastructure from the South East LEP as part of partnership working by the Thames
Gateway South Essex Planning and Transport Board. An economic strategy for the
TGSE area has been prepared which will be used to identify how monies from the
LEP will be spent across South Essex.
Brian Davison indicated that he had experienced difficulties in making a scheme for
development on Canvey stack up despite applying the assumptions and values set
out in the Viability Assessment.
Mike Bodkin asked Brian (and any others) to share such information with him so
that the Viability Assessment can be updated. He made it clear that it is not unusual
for CIL charging rates to be amended between the Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule Consultation and the Submission Draft Charging Schedule Consultation.
Brian Davison asked whether the CIL applied to areas such as under-croft car
parking and garages.
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Mike Bodkin explained that there are exemptions for buildings that are not normally
used. However, he was not sure if this applied to garages and under-croft car
parking. This is a matter that needs investigating further. See appendix 3 for a follow
up note on this matter.
Brian Davison also queried the process by which existing development is deducted
from the proposed floorspace for CIL purposes.
Mike Bodkin explained that when a bungalow is replaced by a block of flats, the
floorspace of the bungalow is deducted from the floorspace of the flats to create a
net increase in floorspace on which CIL would be paid.
He also explained that the floorspace of other buildings could be deducted from the
floorspace of a residential development to create a net floorspace for CIL purposes,
if that building is in use. The CIL Regulations indicate that a building is in use if a part
of that building has been in use for a continuous period of at least six months within
the period of 12 months ending on the day planning permission first permits the
chargeable development.
Final Remarks
Steve Rogers thanked those who had attended and reminded them that the closing
date for consultation responses is the 21st March. Consultation responses are
welcomed on the draft New Local Plan, the CIL Preliminary Draft Charging
Schedule, the Whole Plan Viability Assessment, and the revised Developer
Contribution Guidance SPD.
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Appendix 1: Presentation on the Draft New Local Plan
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Appendix 2: Presentation on the CIL and Whole Plan
Viability Assessment
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Appendix 3: Post Meeting Note on CIL Exemptions
Advice provided by Steve Woolley, an advisor to the Government on CIL.
For CIL purposes the standard definition of GIA applies. This is set out in RICS Code
of Measuring Practice. The 2007 edition defines GIA as below.
"Gross Internal Area is the area of a building measured to the internal face of the
perimeter walls at each floor level.
Including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

areas occupied by internal walls and partitions
columns, piers, chimney breasts, stairwells, lift-wells, other internal
projections, vertical ducts and the like
atria and entrance halls, with clear height above, measured horizontally;
internal open sided balconies, walkways, and the like
structural, raked or stepped floors are to be treated as a level floor measured
horizontally
horizontal floors, with permanent access, below structural, raked or stepped
floors
corridors of a permanent essential nature (e.g. fire corridors, smoke lobbies)
mezzanine floor areas with permanent access (this will only be included as
GIA in limited instances)
lift rooms, plant rooms, fuel stores, tank rooms which are housed in a covered
structure of a permanent nature, whether or not above the main roof level
service accommodation such as toilets, toilet lobbies, bathrooms, showers,
changing rooms, cleaners' rooms and the like
projection rooms;
voids over stairwells and lift shafts on upper floors
loading bays
areas with a headroom of less than 1.5m
pavement vaults
garages
conservatories.

Excluding
•
•
•
•
•

perimeter wall thicknesses and external projections
external open-sided balconies, covered ways and fire escapes
canopies
voids over or under structural, raked or stepped floors
greenhouses, garden stores, fuel stores, and the like in residential property.”

On this basis, it is considered that undercroft car parking provision and garages fall
within the definition of Gross Internal Floor Area.
In terms of the exemptions from CIL, the definition of building was designed to mirror
the wording used in legislation to determine the application of the building
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regulations as it was thought that this was widely understood. This definition only
exempts whole buildings, not parts of a building.
The definition at Reg. 6(2) (overall definition of ‘development’ for CIL purposes),
repeated at Reg 40(11) (calculation of chargeable amount) only exempts the sort of
whole buildings to which aspects of building regulations do not apply, such as those
which only house plant and equipment visited only for inspection/maintenance, or
where people otherwise do not normally go - a separate concrete building consisting
only of a water storage tank might be an example of the latter. Plant rooms forming
an integral part of CIL-liable buildings such as blocks of flats or offices would not be
exempt, would form part of the overall GIA, and so would be counted for CIL
purposes.
The definition does not exempt garages, even if in a separate building as these are
places where people ‘normally' go (in order to access the car kept there - as cars
need to be accessed by people to drive them). Therefore, garages provided as part
of a residential development would be CIL liable.
As with garages, undercroft parking areas are places people normally go to access
their cars. Additionally, they will form part of a building (flats, offices etc) which would
not be exempt, and cannot therefore be treated separately. Therefore, undercroft car
parking as part of a residential development (or any other CIL liable development
type) would be CIL liable.
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Appendix 9: Note of Workshop with Local
Authorities
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Notes of Local Plan Meeting
Initial Duty to Co-Operate Presentation to Local Authority Officers
12th February 2014
Present:
Kevin Fraser
Richard Hatter
Natalie Hayward
Camilla James
Mark Lawrence
Tim Parton
Jeremy Potter
Amanda Raffaelli
Steve Rogers
Matthew Thomas
Sarah Thompson
Mark Sheppard

Essex County Council
Thurrock Council
Rochford District Council
Brentwood Borough Council
Essex County Council
Maldon District Council
Chelmsford City Council
Castle Point Borough Council
Castle Point Borough Council
Southend Borough Council
Basildon Borough Council
Southend Borough Council

Cheryl Salmon (Minute Taker)

Castle Point Borough Council

AR gave an overview of the Draft New Local Plan process as follows:
Preparing the draft New Local Plan
It was reported that Castle Point’s Core Strategy had been withdrawn in September
2011. It had been agreed to commence work on a new Local Plan in September
2011. The Issues consultation had taken place between January and March 2012
and evidence base work and policy preparation had been undertaken throughout
2012/2013. In January 2014 Members had agreed to go out to consultation on the
proposed New Local Plan. The consultation was due to end on 21st March 2014.
Housing Supply Requirements
The evidence of Castle Point’s housing supply requirement was based on CLG
Household projections, Greater Essex Demographic Forecasts, Thames Gateway
South Essex (TGSE) Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) and the Castle
Point Housing Growth Topic Paper.
The CLG Household Projections Table showed that since 2006 the household
projection for Castle Point had been reasonably consistent. It was stated that the
TGSE SHMA showed that Castle Point had an ageing population and there was a
risk in the future that the area would not be able to support itself. The SHMA had
undertaken a careful analysis of the housing market, affordable housing requirement
and impact on the labour market but had then used historic trend data to determine
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the housing requirement. The affordable housing requirement was 43% across the
Gateway which was considered to be on the high side.
The Castle Point Housing Growth Topic Paper considered only Castle Point and not
the whole market area. It highlighted the issues of an ageing population and the
limited supply of starter homes. The Paper suggested 400-500 houses per annum
over the plan period (2011 to 2031). It suggested that Castle Point’s Objectively
Assessed Need (OAN) was approximately 350 dwellings per annum. This was
based on the CLG Household Projection of 320 dwellings per annum and the SHMA
modelling of SNPP 2010 of 36% affordable housing. There had been no change to
the labour requirements.
It was stated that Castle Point was a small borough and consequently there were
restrictions on its ability to accommodate additional housing. The physical size of
the area was 6,318 hectares however due to large areas of water within the borough
the land available amounted to 4,272 hectares.
Canvey Island was a flood risk area in zone 3 and whilst it had good flood defences
the capacity to accommodate housing was limited due to the need to provide flood
resistance and resilience. It was therefore harder to bring forward green field sites
on Canvey Island if sites were available on the mainland. In Hadleigh and Benfleet
there were nature conservation areas, consisting of Special Protection Areas
(SPAs), Sites of Special Scientific Interest, ancient woodlands and local wildlife sites
so there could be no development on this land. There was also a railway line which
ran through the borough, Benfleet and Southend Marshes and a provision of open
space which limited development opportunities.
With regard to the landscape character, Canvey Island included wetland marshes
Canvey Wick, which was owned by the RSPB, so there was no possibility of
residential development in this area. Hadleigh contained land owned by the
Salvation Army which was considered an important area locally because of its
hertage, setting by the estuary, and Castle, and therefore was not an area that would
be promoted for housing development. Daws Heath was an area that could possibly
be developed.
A Green Belt boundary review had been carried out. It was not intended to protect
every Green Belt site in the borough but to concentrate on those areas of Green Belt
which acted as a separation or boundary from the surrounding boroughs and
districts.
With regard to existing development it was stated that there were 1,984ha in Castle
Point already allocated for development purposes. The existing urban area had the
capacity to accommodate up to 2,469 homes over the next 15 years. Large scale
development of the existing urban area was unlikely to occur because of modern
housing stock and because individual house owners/private landlords owned 95% of
the existing housing stock.
Redevelopment of employment land was unlikely because there was only 72ha of
land allocated for employment purposes, employment floor space vacancy rates
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were at 1%, there was fragmented ownership within employment areas and there
was contamination in certain areas due to waste handling activities.
Redevelopment of out of town retail areas was unlikely because they were
performing well compared to town centre locations.
Redevelopment of the hazardous installations at South Canvey was unlikely as the
owners of those sites had made it clear that they intended to operate at the sites for
the foreseeable future.
With regard to land promoted for development, the SHLAA update 2013 had shown
that the maximum of suitable, deliverable and developable sites (including Green
Belt sites) was 5,665. However, it was felt that the likely supply would be between
3,070 and 4,068 dwellings.

Housing Capacity
It was reported that only 125 homes had been delivered in Castle Point between
2011 and 2013. The draft New Local Plan sought to deliver at least 4,000 additional
homes in the period 2011 to 2031. In order to deliver this sites with a capacity of
4,744 homes had been identified as follows:
-950 homes on small sites in the existing urban area
-1,024 homes on strategic sites in the existing urban area
-2,770 homes on strategic sites within the current Green Belt extent.
The sites that been identified were highlighted on a map to the group.
A large urban extension had been proposed on land safeguarded at North West
Thundersley however it had been assessed that this development would only be
viable if 8,000 units could be provided and there was insufficient space in this area
for that number of units. With regard to the provision of flats throughout the borough
it was stated that flats on Canvey Island were not viable due to flood risk and flood
resistance costs and this was unlikely to improve. Viability of flats in Benfleet would
improve but houses would remain significantly more feasible.

Duty to Co-operate and Housing
SR reported that there was a shortfall of between 2,131 and 3,000 homes between
2011 and 2031 in the borough. It was therefore planned to make a formal request to
neighbouring TGSE authorities to help address the shortfall. Due to migration flows
from East London, a formal request would also be made to those mid-Essex districts
served by Liverpool Street rail services.
At the current stage neighbouring local authorities were simply being asked to
comment on the New Draft Local Plan and whether they felt that Castle Point’s
assessment was fair and reasonable.
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Other Duty to Co-operate Issues
Other issues included the Green Belt separation between south Essex towns, the
A130 Landscape Corridor, housing development on Southend’s boundary, Benfleet
and Southend Marshes SPA, recreational impacts on SPAs and Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs), strategic transport corridors e.g. A127, A13 and public
transport services and the North Thames Link Road.
Discussion
During discussion those present commented on the impressive range of evidence
base documents that were available and that the information that had been collated,
particularly on the internet, was clear and well structured.
In response to questions it was confirmed that the capacity of the sites had been
Member led and that 4,000 dwellings was a realistic figure, it would be difficult to
reach 4,700 maximum site capacity because of viability and deliverability issues. It
was confirmed that development of flats in a flood risk area was difficult because
habitable rooms would not be permitted on the ground floor making such
developments less financially viable.
NH (Rochford) raised concern that CPBC was not using the figure in the SHMA to
determine the housing requirement as Rochford felt that this figure was pertinent as
it started a review of its Core Strategy. Others felt that the SHMA was not robustly
done and would not meet the need of the housing requirement particularly in view of
migration flows from London Boroughs to TGSE authorities. It was stated that this
issue had been discussed as part of the TGSE Duty to Co-operate Group.
Reference was also made to the success of the ‘Cambridge Model’ whereby housing
need was divided up amongst the local authorities but with some areas taking a
larger proportion of the requirement if it was considered that this was the best place
for it.
Others felt that the SHMA was a good starting point but some local authorities had
not included the OAN as they did not view this as the role of the SHMA, it was
considered that other data such as the local economy needed to be assessed to
achieve the OAN. It was recognised that other authorities had a different approach
as they were further along in the process, having already adopted their Local Plans
and nearing a review. Some concurred with the CPBC approach and stated that
they would have arrived at the same figure.
SR questioned whether there was an appetite to prepare a framework regarding
Local Plans and suggested a Memo of Understanding between local authorities. It
was suggested a position statement could be constructed setting out where each
authority was in the process and its future plans. It could also act as a starting point
to address the unmet housing need of those local authorities with some taking a
larger share of the housing requirement if it was considered the best place for
development. It was agreed that this be discussed further at officer level.
It was questioned how realistic the sites that had been identified for housing were
and whether there were active promoters of other sites. AR ran through each of the
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sites explaining those that already had planning permission and those that
developers had expressed an interest in pursuing. It was stated that there were no
other sites on Canvey Island. With regard to the mainland, there had been a
proposal for 80-90 homes at land referred to as Oak Tree Farm however it was felt
this compromised the strategic function of the Green Belt and so was not supported.
Members had identified a site to the south side of Rayleigh Road but this would only
accommodate 30-40 homes and there was no rationale in doing this over other
frontage land.
ML (ECC) stated that site H10 – Land East of Rayleigh Road for 430 homes was a
preferred site by Essex County Council Highways as it provided an opportunity for a
link road through the Sainsbury’s site in Stadium Way and a new junction off of Daws
Heath Road which would alleviate the traffic congestion at the Woodmans junction.
AR confirmed that all sites had been included in a transport model.
Discussion took place regarding site H18 - North West Thundersley for 400 homes.
It was explained that the cost of developing this area would be approximately
£60million as it required extensive changes to the highway network. The site was a
popular choice with Members however it was not considered practical in planning
terms in view of its cost and that it was on the borough boundary and would
therefore have a greater connection with Rayleigh than Castle Point. It was
questioned why this site had been safeguarded if it was not suitable as its inclusion
suggested that Castle Point could meet its OAN.
Further discussion took place around other duty to co-operate issues. Basildon and
Rochford both confirmed there were no plans to develop up to their boundaries so as
to maintain the Green Belt buffer between Castle Point. The North Thames Link
Road was a favoured option for Castle Point as it would provide another access off
Canvey Island and improve access to employment opportunities, e.g. in Coryton. It
was also viewed as beneficial to the wider Thames Gateway area as it would
improve accessibility both in terms of travel, employment sources and labour supply
across the region. However, Thurrock indicated that this route would be difficult to
support because of local impact, and suggested investigation of other options, such
as the dualling of the A130 Canvey Way.
Following the discussion SR thanked those present for their comments and closed
the meeting.
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Appendix 10: Area Based Analysis
Question 1: Do you think that the Council should put in place a local plan that
determines where development does, and does not go?
Yes
4167
1540
966
788
669

All
Canvey
Benfleet
Thundersley
Hadleigh

%
93%
91%
92%
95%
96%

No
335
160
84
44
29

%
7%
9%
8%
5%
4%

Question 2: Given the national projections, do you think that the Council’s
housing target of 200 homes per year is appropriate?

All
Canvey
Benfleet
Thundersley
Hadleigh

Yes
1217
447
234
238
247

%
26%
26%
22%
27%
35%

No - It
should be
lower
3277
1245
821
579
452

%
70%
71%
76%
66%
63%

No - It
should be
higher
155
53
25
54
14

%
3%
3%
2%
6%
2%

Question 4: What balance should the Council seek between affordable housing
provision and other infrastructure?

All
Canvey
Benfleet
Thundersley
Hadleigh

35% Affordable
Housing
810
316
174
158
115

%
19%
20%
18%
20%
17%

20% Affordable
Housing
3431
1297
796
637
546

%
81%
80%
82%
80%
83%

Question 5: Do you think the draft New Local Plan sets an appropriate target
for jobs growth?

All
Canvey
Benfleet
Thundersley
Hadleigh
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Yes
2237
819
478
447
390

%
51%
49%
47%
55%
59%

No - The
target is
too low
1004
492
200
161
94

%
23%
30%
20%
20%
14%

No - The
target is
too high
1129
346
339
208
178

%
26%
21%
33%
25%
27%

Question 7: Do you think that the Council’s approach to retail provision is
right?

All
Responses
Canvey
Benfleet
Thundersley
Hadleigh

Yes

%

No - not
enough
provision

2437
966
530
442
380

55%
57%
51%
53%
56%

596
378
100
55
31

%

No - too
much
provision

%

13%
22%
10%
7%
5%

1429
355
402
335
265

32%
21%
39%
40%
39%

Question 8: Do you agree with the requirement for additional open space
provision?

All
Responses
Canvey
Benfleet
Thundersley
Hadleigh

Yes

%

No - the
requirement
is too high

2279
948
459
434
344

51%
56%
44%
52%
51%

299
106
54
67
52

%

No - the
requirement
is too low

%

7%
6%
5%
8%
8%

1893
649
521
338
278

42%
38%
50%
40%
41%

Question 10: Has the Council retained enough Green Belt through the review
of the Local Plan?

All
Responses
Canvey
Benfleet
Thundersley
Hadleigh
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Yes

%

No - too
much
retained

1228
600
210
210
156

27%
35%
19%
24%
22%

130
50
24
28
18

%

No - too
little
retained

%

3%
3%
2%
3%
3%

3261
1076
849
625
534

71%
62%
78%
72%
75%

Question 3: Do you object to one or more of the housing proposals in the Draft New Local Plan?
Objections to sites
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17
H18
Total
Objections
1238
1740
1565
852
1356
1232
1471
1450
599
1091
1496
760
1595
817
880
% Total
Responses
25%
36%
32%
18%
28%
25%
30%
30%
12%
22%
31%
16%
33%
17%
18%
Canvey
Objections
130
1290
1153
96
1003
115
118
129
83
123
207
99
1148
539
104
% Canvey
Responses
7%
71%
63%
5%
55%
6%
6%
7%
5%
7%
11%
5%
63%
30%
6%
Benfleet
Responses
379
204
185
202
154
604
306
299
154
429
804
387
204
134
279
% Benfleet
Responses
34%
18%
16%
18%
14%
53%
27%
26%
14%
38%
71%
34%
18%
12%
25%
Thundersley
Responses
459
121
99
206
89
346
453
385
164
405
321
170
106
71
355
% Thundersley
Responses
51%
13%
11%
23%
10%
38%
50%
43%
18%
45%
36%
19%
12%
8%
39%
Hadleigh
Responses
190
41
41
297
36
96
508
547
169
83
88
65
47
26
91
% Hadleigh
Responses
25%
5%
5%
40%
5%
13%
68%
73%
23%
11%
12%
9%
6%
3%
12%
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Reason for Objection – All Comments

H4
Total
Objections
Traffic
Schools
and GPs
Wildlife
Landscape
Green Belt
Property
Other

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9

H10

H11

H12

H13

H14

H15

H16

H17

H18

1238
1191

1740
1682

1565
1515

852
816

1356
1317

1232
1198

1471
1417

1450
1386

599
572

1091
1045

1496
1439

760
726

1595
1543

817
787

880
841

935
941
911
1063
450
256

1361
904
963
1114
474
443

1225
850
889
1019
455
397

662
645
637
752
371
164

1091
748
795
922
417
340

953
905
897
1047
485
276

1058
1140
1108
1293
540
275

1039
1152
1130
1296
577
257

453
502
501
548
269
141

854
799
810
946
441
243

1095
1063
1088
1265
545
352

606
582
591
671
341
180

1258
914
966
1133
465
405

653
533
546
632
290
235

678
698
691
795
333
203

Reason for Objection – Benfleet Comments
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17
H18
Total
Objections
379
204
185
202
154
604
306
299
154
429
804
387
204
134
279
Traffic
371
197
177
198
150
589
296
285
148
413
776
372
197
126
269
Schools
and GPs
309
162
149
174
126
464
240
237
128
343
584
299
167
109
226
Wildlife
295
140
134
163
105
442
237
250
130
322
578
294
148
102
234
Landscape
286
141
137
159
108
441
232
242
131
332
588
296
152
103
228
Green Belt
329
167
156
185
127
517
269
272
140
386
704
345
176
118
257
Property
151
75
73
101
66
234
114
131
75
187
323
179
79
60
124
Other
91
68
57
52
51
138
73
74
42
112
197
94
66
50
75
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Reason for Objection – Canvey Island Comments
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17
H18
Total
Objections
130
1290
1153
96
1003
115
118
129
83
123
207
99
1148
539
104
Traffic
117
1253
1124
88
980
109
111
121
77
116
195
93
1115
526
96
Schools
and GPs
96
1009
906
74
812
95
93
94
67
93
145
80
901
434
80
Wildlife
93
596
562
71
506
80
90
100
68
87
132
75
595
326
77
Landscape
94
647
585
69
540
79
88
101
66
92
141
74
637
335
82
Green Belt
103
756
692
81
635
93
97
113
76
100
147
85
766
397
88
Property
42
301
287
40
269
45
41
45
37
45
56
40
286
162
39
Other
37
309
270
25
233
39
32
33
28
37
57
36
270
140
36

Reason for Objection – Hadleigh and Daws Heath Comments
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17
H18
Total
Objections
190
41
41
297
36
96
508
547
169
83
88
65
47
26
91
Traffic
181
40
37
282
32
93
485
520
159
77
83
60
45
24
85
Schools
and GPs
137
31
25
209
25
70
347
368
109
65
63
53
37
19
67
Wildlife
149
30
31
211
29
77
398
429
147
73
70
59
36
21
77
Landscape
143
30
31
201
30
76
385
416
133
71
71
58
38
22
76
Green Belt
163
33
33
254
31
92
458
486
157
77
75
62
38
22
85
Property
78
21
23
124
20
51
204
234
75
45
38
36
24
17
35
Other
40
12
15
46
10
25
79
77
30
16
19
12
13
10
16
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Reason for Objection – Thundersley Comments
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
Total
Objections
459
121
99
206
Traffic
444
110
92
200
Schools
and GPs
334
88
73
165
Wildlife
342
87
74
159
Landscape
317
85
72
156
Green Belt
399
99
80
187
Property
144
47
41
83
Other
77
34
32
32
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H9

H10

H11

H12

H13

H14

H15

H16

H17

H18

89
82

346
339

453
442

385
375

164
160

405
390

321
313

170
165

106
98

71
67

355
343

65
65
63
74
35
27

275
255
241
289
128
59

318
350
323
393
148
76

280
306
291
346
134
58

123
132
133
148
67
35

317
281
274
338
140
69

251
228
228
274
105
61

144
121
126
143
68
30

81
81
75
89
43
29

54
55
52
61
32
18

270
271
259
322
114
65

Question 6: Do you object to either of the proposed employment growth
locations?
Objections to all sites

Total Response
% Total
Response
Canvey
Response
% Canvey
Response
Benfleet
Response
% Benfleet
Response
Thundersley
Response
% Thundersley
Response
Hadleigh
Response
% Hadleigh
Response

Neither
2960

Both
364

West Canvey
Only
529

Manor Trading
Only
639

66%

8%

12%

14%

1131

114

436

25

66%

7%

26%

1%

695

130

38

186

66%

12%

4%

18%

458

53

15

317

54%

6%

2%

38%

526

49

12

84

78%

7%

2%

13%

Reason for Objection – All Comments
West Canvey Only
529
477
271
235
233
304
83

Manor Only
639
598
251
241
420
305
76

Reason for Objection – Benfleet Comments
Both
West Canvey Only
All Objections
130
38
Traffic
127
32
Wildlife
85
20
Landscape
86
20
Noise
101
19
Green Belt
106
25
Other
24
9

Manor Only
186
178
69
61
118
84
15

All Objections
Traffic
Wildlife
Landscape
Noise
Green Belt
Other
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Both
364
351
226
230
261
268
61

Reason for Objection – Canvey Island Comments
Both
West Canvey Only
All Objections
114
436
Traffic
108
405
Wildlife
60
221
Landscape
60
185
Noise
68
189
Green Belt
74
245
Other
20
64

Manor Only
25
20
8
9
13
10
2

Reason for Objection – Hadleigh and Daws Heath Comments
Both
West Canvey Only
Manor Only
All Objections
49
12
84
Traffic
48
7
69
Wildlife
35
6
32
Landscape
37
6
35
Noise
37
6
49
Green Belt
38
8
43
Other
11
3
14
Reasons for Objection – Thundersley Comments
Both
West Canvey Only
All Objections
53
15
Traffic
50
10
Wildlife
37
8
Landscape
37
6
Noise
38
6
Green Belt
38
9
Other
4
3
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Manor Only
317
306
132
122
223
152
44

Question 9: Views on transport proposals
Note: There was a variation between the transport questions posed in the hard copy
questionnaire and the online questionnaire. The totals reflect these differences.
Extension to Roscommon Way Phase 2 (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
All
Responses
1375
37%
486
13%
Canvey
861
59%
308
21%
Benfleet
239
28%
82
9%
Thundersley
137
21%
40
6%
Hadleigh
86
16%
28
5%
Widening of Somnes Avenue (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
All
Responses
1895
50%
442
Canvey
1120
73%
263
Benfleet
345
39%
77
Thundersley
201
30%
48
Hadleigh
144
27%
26

No View

%

1833
290
548
479
418

50%
20%
63%
73%
79%

%

No View

%

12%
17%
9%
7%
5%

1467
149
453
418
370

39%
10%
52%
63%
69%

Link Road between Stadium Way and Daws Heath Road (Form only)
Support
%
Object
%
No View
All
Responses
983
30%
936
29%
1350
Canvey
221
22%
60
6%
742
Benfleet
287
35%
191
23%
341
Thundersley
260
38%
278
41%
139
Hadleigh
170
29%
359
60%
66
Route Improvements on the A129 Rayleigh Road (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
No View
All
Responses
1792
51%
378
11%
1364
Canvey
384
33%
33
3%
736
Benfleet
480
54%
85
10%
320
Thundersley
468
65%
120
17%
136
Hadleigh
373
62%
114
19%
116
A new junction on A130 Canvey Way to access Benfleet (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
No View
All
Responses
2280
59%
877
23%
689
Canvey
995
70%
256
18%
175
Benfleet
465
48%
387
40%
115
Thundersley
428
60%
132
18%
156
Hadleigh
282
51%
62
11%
214

117

%
41%
73%
42%
21%
11%

%
39%
64%
36%
19%
19%

%
18%
12%
12%
22%
38%

Junction Improvements at both ends of Kenneth Road (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
No View
All
Responses
1678
49%
292
8%
1481
Canvey
290
26%
34
3%
794
Benfleet
496
56%
97
11%
293
Thundersley
517
71%
96
13%
111
Hadleigh
290
52%
50
9%
214
Canvey and Hadleigh Town Centre Highway Improvements (Web only)
Support
%
Object
%
No View
All
Responses
183
59%
35
11%
90
Canvey
85
77%
12
11%
13
Benfleet
30
50%
4
7%
26
Thundersley
23
46%
6
12%
21
Hadleigh
30
49%
11
18%
20
Dualling of the A130 Canvey Way (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
All
Responses
2825
71%
459
Canvey
1263
82%
215
Benfleet
676
70%
139
Thundersley
465
66%
56
Hadleigh
295
53%
27
A new road for Canvey Island (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
All
Responses
3347
80%
240
Canvey
1605
95%
67
Benfleet
753
77%
67
Thundersley
514
70%
55
Hadleigh
318
56%
35

43%
71%
33%
15%
39%

%
29%
12%
43%
42%
33%

%

No View

%

12%
14%
14%
8%
5%

689
71
147
185
238

17%
5%
15%
26%
43%

%

No View

%

6%
4%
7%
7%
6%

599
20
155
170
216

14%
1%
16%
23%
38%

No View

%

874
295
225
177
134

23%
21%
24%
24%
22%

Improved footpaths and cycling networks (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
All
Responses
2765
72%
227
6%
Canvey
1041
74%
62
4%
Benfleet
641
69%
66
7%
Thundersley
498
68%
56
8%
Hadleigh
440
73%
32
5%
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%

Provision and enhancement of cycling facilities (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
No View
All
Responses
2223
61%
332
9%
1113
Canvey
820
63%
83
6%
391
Benfleet
517
57%
114
13%
269
Thundersley
409
58%
72
10%
225
Hadleigh
369
63%
49
8%
166
Bus services to employment areas in Basildon and Southend (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
No View
All
Responses
2602
68%
98
3%
1110
Canvey
952
70%
15
1%
393
Benfleet
618
66%
38
4%
284
Thundersley
521
71%
26
4%
184
Hadleigh
387
66%
15
3%
181
Bus service enhancements along the A13 (Web and Form)
Support
%
Object
%
All
Responses
2355
62%
238
6%
Canvey
814
61%
35
3%
Benfleet
569
61%
83
9%
Thundersley
473
66%
57
8%
Hadleigh
380
64%
50
8%
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%
30%
30%
30%
32%
28%

%
29%
29%
30%
25%
31%

No View

%

1194
486
288
191
164

32%
36%
31%
26%
28%

Question 11: What are your views on the proposed historic natural
landscapes?
Daws Heath Historic Natural Landscape
Support
%
Object
All
Responses
3321
79%
112
Canvey
936
66%
25
Benfleet
838
80%
38
Thundersley
729
87%
17
Hadleigh
647
92%
25

%

No View

%

3%
2%
4%
2%
4%

792
457
176
96
30

19%
32%
17%
11%
4%

No View

%

443
246
97
63
21

10%
17%
9%
7%
3%

%

No View

%

3%
3%
4%
2%
2%

678
148
187
172
131

15%
9%
18%
21%
20%

Hadleigh Castle and Marshes Historic Natural Landscape
Support
%
Object
%
All
Responses
3720
87%
111
3%
Canvey
1182
81%
28
2%
Benfleet
925
87%
45
4%
Thundersley
773
91%
16
2%
Hadleigh
646
95%
15
2%

Canvey Marshes Historic Natural Landscape
Support
%
Object
All
Responses
3622
82%
136
Canvey
1500
88%
58
Benfleet
811
78%
42
Thundersley
626
77%
16
Hadleigh
510
78%
13
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Written Comments

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

